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Young adults
reveal racial
attitudes
WASHINGTON (AP) --About half the young adults in
a recent poll said racial separation in America is all right
as long as everyone has equal
opportunity."
The poll released Monday
in Washington by Hamilton College of Clinton, N.Y., found
50.3 percent of respondents
said they strongly or somewhat agreed with the statement: "It's OK if the races are
basically separate from one
another as long as everyone
has equal opportunities."
At the same time, 47.3 percent of those polled strongly
or somewhat disagreed with
the statement.
The poll, co-sponsored by
the NAACP and Zogby International, surveyed 1001 randomly selected people ages 18
to 29 over one week in April'
and had a margin of error of
plus or rtlhus 3 percentage
points.

Citations
issued for
using water
LEXINGTON, Ky. (AP) — At
least 20 people have been
cited for violating tighter watering restrictions brought on by
the drought.
"The biggest thing I keep
hearing is people still trying to
water their lawns," said police
Lt. James Newton.
The tighter watering restrictions, which became effective
Thursday, forbid washing cars
at home, washing driveways
or sidewalks, filling swimming
pools or fountains, watering
lawns or flowers and flushing
gutters.
Watering vegetable gardens
and woody plants is allowed
from 6 to 10 a.m. and 6 to
10 p.m. at even-numbered
addresses on Wednesday, Friday and Sunday, and at oddnumbered addresses on Tuesday, Thursday and Saturday

Judge sends
couple to jail
LOUISVILLE. Ky. (AP) — A
judge sent two former school
officials to jail for nine months
and put them on probation for
10 years for stealing more than
$300.000 from the school system.
Jefferson Circuit Judge Steve
Mershon also ordered Jim and
Patti Hearn to repay the money.
Commonwealth's
Attorney
David Stengel, who had recommended a longer prison sentence, said he was disappointed
with Monday's sentencing.
He had recommended a 13year sentence for Patti Hearn,
51, and a 14-year term for Jim
Hearn, 55.
Jim Hearn was a school
board member for 10 years
and was elected chairman twice
before resigning in 1990.
Patti Hearn resigned last
year as deputy school superintendent, ending a nearly 27year career with the Jefferson
County system.
In May, the couple ended
months of denials and pleaded guilty to 13 counts of theft

By DAVID BLACKBURN
Staff Writer
Helping to preserve the aging
yet still-profitable city-county pool
this .off-season may be just a matter of replacing some pipes.
The old one-room school in the
Central Park is proving to be another matter.
So, the Murray-Calloway County Parks and Recreation Board has
set a three-month deadline to find

a permanent solution - including
relocation, giving it away or demolition - for the deteriorating structure.
The board on Monday unanimously authorized Parks Director
Skip Dobbs to make a final decision after the deadline, but members did so with reluctance.
"That's part of Calloway County as far as its history," said board
member Bill Bailey during the 35-

minute regular board meeting. He
also suggested setting aside money
from the budget each year to pay
for maintenance.
"It's a shame to tear history away,
but it costs money to keep history," board member Cliff Finney
said.
Dobbs, who noted the building
is often vandalized, said estimates
show one-time repairs to the
school's leaky roof and wooden

structure would cost $8,000 to
$10,000. Repairs to the old tobacco barn county courthouse would
cost about the same, he said.
Last week, the Calloway County School System declined Dobbs'
request to adopt the building, find
a new home for it and maintain
The Retired Teachers' Association, approached recently with a
similar offer, said it would form

Health

No plan
selected
for tobacco
settlement

legislative
agenda
By EDWARD SHERIDAN
Staff Writer
With the next meeting of the
Kentucky General Assembly not
far away, state senators and representatives are taking note of the
concerns of their local constituents.
Two of Murray's state legislators, Sen. Bob Jackson and Rep.
Buddy Buckingham. have also been
busy compiling lists of topics that
have been on the minds of local
residents.
Both Jackson and Buckingham
agreed that the one topic that is
concerning voters more than any
other is health insurance.
"Health insurance is continually on people's minds, and there's
really no good answer to all the
problems with it," Buckingham
said.
Jackson pre-filed legislation earlier this year that, if passed, would
create an independent,. external
review process for patients Whose
claims for medical benefits have
been denied, reduced or terminated.
Competition, however, is what
Jackson feels will improve the quality of health care insurance
providers in Kentucky, and he said
legislators are already considering
new ways to level the playing
"There is other legislation being
worked on," Jackson said. "It's
not ready to be discussed yet, but
I think it will bring competition
back and stabilize the market."
Gov. Paul Patton has also said
that the state will be working with
much less revenue thanhQisual.
leaving legislators a formidabrekask
in planning the state's budget for
the upcoming year.
Many of Patton's suggestions for
increasing state revenues, such as
increasing the state's gasoline tax
and establishing land-based casino gambling, have been met with

BERNARD KANE/Ledger & Times photo
SIGNING ON...Murray Mayor Freed Curd signs an interlocal agreement that includes the city in
the Tr -County Area Drug Task Force while Murray Police Chief John Knight (center) and Marshall County Sheriff Terry Anderson watch Monday at the Marshall County Sheriff's Department.
The agency, which includes city and county officers in Calloway, Graves and Marshall counties.
will be funded with a $133,333 budget that includes a $100,000 six-month state subgrant.

ruptures
OAK RIDGE, Tenn. (AP) —
Leaks and ruptures at a plant that
processed uranium for bombs and
nuclear reactor fuel provided many
chances for exposure to hazardous
materials, former employees said.
Ex-workers at the Department
of Energy's K-25 plant disputed
claims that it would have been
hard for anyone to be exposed to
the hazardous materials used in
the plant's uranium-enrichment systems.
"They may try to do away with
my pension and my Social Security, too, for saying this, but there
were a lot of problems there," 77year-old David Ramsey told The
Knoxville News-Sentinel.

Ramsey, a former operator at
the plant, worked at the K-2.5 from
1945 until 1984, most of the time
the plant processed uranium for
bombs and reactor fuel.
He and other Oak Ridge workers cited specific releases, disagreeing with Ken Sommerfeld, a
retired executive who had managed the uranium facilities for federal contractors Union Carbide and
Martin Marietta.
Sommerfeld said last week that
processing equipment was tightly
sealed and operated under subatmospheric pressure. so conditions would tend to suck in air
when there was a leak, rather than
expel gases into the workplace.

He was questioned about the
presence of plutonium and other
radioactive materials in the enrichment operations following reports
that contaminated uranium was fed
into the systems at K-25 and similar plants at Paducah. Ky., and
Portsmouth, Ohio, during the 1950s
and 1960s.
DOE disclosed last week that
5,600 tons of uranium contaminated with trace amounts of the
more radioactive element plutonium were brought to Oak Ridge
for weapons fuel production.
Dale Jackson, director of DOE's
uranium management division in

FRANKFORT, K.(AP)— Public health advocates have long
viewed tobacco as a killer. In turn,
tobacco farmers have long viewed
pablic.health advocates as the real
killers, out to destroy their \ ellhoods.
But in these desperate times
for the tobacco industry, farmers
have found an unusual ally —
health advocates. In Virginia, the
two sides even worked out an
agreement for dividing the money
from a settlement with cigarette
companies that defied political
odds.
Some of the architects of that
unusual alliance came to Kentucky
to offer some direction and advice,
but things don't seem so agreeable here.
"We absolutely need them."
Delegate Ted Bennett of the Virginia House told Kentucky's Tobacco Task Force on Monday. "These
people were godsends."
Kentnayis-sChedUled to receive
$3.45 billion as its share of the
settlement between state attorneys
general and cigarette manufacturers. The companies settled in order
to avoid lawsuits seeking damages and payments to cover the
states' costs of treating people
with tobacco-related illnesses.
There is no shortage of ideas
on what Kentucky should do with
the money, which comes with virtually no strings attached. Farm
groups have already put together
a package of agriculture initiatives that would cost $85 million
a year out of the $134 million
annual estimated payment. Some
health officials said all of it should
go for anti-smoking efforts and
treatment. Legislators have offered
ideas ranging from health research
to a statewide health insurance
fund.
Bennett, a Democrat from Halifax County. the heart of Virginia's
tobacco growing region. said the

Kentuckians give to
Clinton's legal fund
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a committee to study the proposal, Dobbs said.
Meanwhile, Dobbs reported that
the health department will require
the replacement of pipes taking
water to the pool's filter because
the old pipes are corroded and
leaking.
The city water department has

10,

BERNARD KANE'Ledger & Times photo

IN RHYTHM.. Members of the Murray State University Racer Band went through the first practice
of the upcoming season Monday under the lights of Stewart Stadium. The group's first performance will be Sept. 18 at the home football game.

. LOUISVILLE, Ky. (AP) — About 600 Kentuckians
gave $29,282 to President Clinton's legal expenses fund
through June, but few leading Democrats or government
contractors are among the donors.
The list bears little resemblance to those who donated
to the election campaigns of Clinton and other candidates.
The supporters gave an average of less than $50 each
to help Clinton pay the lawyers he hired to deal with
investigations and impeachment. The list includes teachers, clergy, farmers, truck drivers, factory workers and
even a police detective.
"I just think President Clinton is getting a dirty deal
all the way around, and I wanted to do everything I could
to make him feel that not everybody feels the way about
him that some of them do," said Nell Katherine Giles.
80. of Pleasureville, who gave the Clinton Legal Expense
Trust two checks of $25 each.
Several contributors said they have given to the national Democratic Party or its candidates, whose mailing lists
the trust used to make the solicitations.
But few major contributors to Clinton's campaigns have
been among the contributors to the trust. Lexington lawyerlobbyist Terry McBrayer, a leading Clinton ally in Kentucky, said he never got a solicitation and had never heard
the fund discussed in political circles. "I probably would
have contributed," McBrayer said.
Public Disclosure Inc., a non-partisan group that collects and analyzes data on money in politics, compiled the
records. which were released last week.
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From Page 1
Oak Ridge, said last week that in
light of issues being raised at the
Kentucky plant, the agency will take
another look at the Oak Ridge
activities "with the same vigor."
Dayid Hackett, an. engineer in
the plant's maintenance engineering division from 1978 to 1981,
said parts of the plant were operated at above atmospheric pressure. Ramsey agreed.
"It still leaked; the telltale yellow stain at the compressor seals
proved this," Hackett said.
Hackett said there were two
"catastrophic accidental releases"
in the late 1970s and early 1980s.
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He witnessed one when a pipe
was cut mistakenly.
"The resulting breach of the
system sent a geyser plume of
uranium with all its contaminants
up to a height of 10,000 or 12,000
feet," he said.
Ramsey said there were ruptures with hoses and lines, especially in purge areas, that spewed
material into the workplace and
out the ventilation stacks.
Paul Carter, a process operator
who worked at K-25 for 28 years,
said the system's vacuum was not
strong enough to hold leaks.
"I think Mr. Sommerfeld was
in the dark on a lot of stuff,"
Carter said.

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Murray police have received a
report of the theft of a pistol from a
South 11th Street home.
Lonnie Flora reported Monday
night that the weapon, a five-shot
Smith & Wesson .38-caliber revolver with a 2 1/2-inch barrel valued at $230, was missing. a police
press release said.
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TASK FORCE FAMILY PORTRAIT...Among those signing up for
the Tr -County Area Drug
Task Force Monday were Calloway County Judge/Executive Larry
Elkins and Murray Mayor
Freed Curd (second and third from left) and Calloway County Sheriff
Stan Scott and Murray
Police Chief John Knight (third and fourth from right).

"He is very dedicated to this,"
Dobbs said, adding that Sykes
agreed to provide the labor for
works more than 40 hours a week
the pipe replacement, said Dobbs,
there and stays in touch with
who added that he will bring estiemployees when he isn't there.
mates for materials to the board.
Dobbs said the pool closed SunThe pool turned a "remarkable"
day because of a lack of lifenet profit of about $10,000 this sumguards, most of whom were high
mer. Dobbs said.
school- or college-age students. He
"It was remarkable," said Dobbs, said
he will try to find replaceadding that part of the reason was
ments and possibly open the pool
the increase in the number of parties held at the pool.
"1 believe it was the slide that
brought in so many parties," Dobbs
said of the 11-foot attraction
installed this past spring next to From Page 1
the diving board.
sharp criticism from voters and
On a related matter, the board legislators.
approved Dobbs' proposal to give
"The reaction to casino gampool manager Mike Sykes a $1,000 bling has been almost
totally unfabonus for his work at the pool.
vorable," Buckingham said."Everybody's against it."
Plus, gubernatorial candidates
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BLACK'S DECORATING
CENTER
701 South 4th Street • Murray, KY • 753-0839 or 436-2935
Monday - Friday 7 a.m.-5 p.m.

GOING OUT OF
BUSINESS SALE
Everything Must Go
Brushes,
Thinners, Covers,
etc. In Stock

on the weekends.
Elsewhere in his report, Dobbs
said the Concert in the Park series
is not being renewed for its second year.
-This year, we're not able to
find the sponsorships for that," he
said. "Some (potential sponsors)
kind of put us on hold, said, 'We'll
get back to you.—

Peppy Martin (Republican) and
Gatewood Galbraith (Reform) have
sharply criticized Patton for spending Kentucky's budget surplus on
"pork projects."
Both Jackson and Buckingham,
however, said that when dealing
with a surplus, it becomes nearly
impossible to please everyone on
every side.
"It's always a touchy subject,"
Buckingham said. "A lot of times
you go four or six years without
a surplus like this, so you tend to
try to make up for those lean
Kentucky ranks 34th among the
years when you do."
states in the amount contributed
"One man's project is another
to the fund, which also pays first
man's pork," Jackson said. "A senlady Hillary Rodham Clinton's legal
expenses. But the state Was 29th. ator from western Kentucky might
in the number of contributors, indi- look at a project in Louisville and
cating that Clinton, who narrow- call it pork, but it's not pork in
Louisville."
ly carried Kentucky twice, still
One of the most important projhas a reservoir of sympathy if not
support at the state's grass roots. ects for the local area, according
to Buckingham. is the construction of Highway 68-80 that will
run from Aurora to Mayfield.
He also said, however, that in
In the story concerning fruit order to deal with the increased
vendors that appeared in Satur- traffic the new highway will creday's Ledger & Times, Ted Miller ate. the state is already in diswas incorrectly identified as Tim cussion with the city of Murray
Miller. The Ledger apologizes for about taking control of North 16th
this error.
Street, which is currently the city'.s
responsibility.
FRANKFORT, Ky. (AP) — In
"It's a very definite possibilia story in Monday's Ledger about
state efforts to enroll children in
ty." Buckingham said. "When they
a health insurance program, The
complete 68-80, all that traffic is
Associated Press misidentified the
going to start coming down North
state agency involved and the age
16th."
limit for eligibility.
Buckingham also said that the
The state Cabinet for Health
121 Bypass could become a fiveServices, not the Cabinet for Fam- lane road "as early as the end of
ilies and Children, is attempting
the year" and that Kentucky and
to increase enrollment. Also, chil- Tennessee have discussed the posdren are eligible for the program
sibility of converting Highway 641
through their 18th year.
South into a four-lane road.

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
A White Oak Drive woman remained hospitalized Tuesday morning with injuries she received in a
two-car wreck that also injured
Calloway County Fiscal Court
magistrate Gerald Duncan.
Elizabeth Parrish, 33, was listed
in satisfactory condition at the
Murray-Calloway County Hospital
after being treated for multiple
bruises and scrapes, an MCCH
spokesman said.
Parrish was injured about 8:30
a.m. when Duncan, 67, of Newburg
Road, who was on Kentucky 1346
in Dexter, tried to drive across U.S.
641 North and pulled in front of
Parrish's southbound car, a state
police press release said.
Duncan was treated for a broken
left hand and separated right shoulder at MCCH and released, the
spokesman said.

From Page 1
Gtiieral Assembly there created a
special fund that will get half of
the state's share of the tobacco
settlement. All those proceeds will
go to help agriculture.
A 10 percent share was set
aside for programs to stem youth
smoking.
The remaining 40 percent was
left alone for others to fight over,
Bennett said.

"There is some planning in each
of our budgets, but nothing's final
yet." he said.
As far as the possibility of having to work with a new governor
is concerned, neither Jackson nor
Buckingham believe that Patton
is in danger of losing his office.
"It would be a shock of the
greatest imagination if there were
any problems for Gov. Patton,"
Buckingham said.
"I think (the governor's race)
will be colorful from the standpoint that there are some colorful
candidates in the race," Jackson.
"The only thing I'm concerned
about is voter turnout. If we have
_a., real light turnout, anybody can
win."
Both Jackson and Buckingham
also feel confident that any problems within their own Democratic Party will be worked out before
the General Assembly meets in
January 2000.
The Democrats received a shock
earlier this year when Sen. Dan
Seum decided to disassociate himself from the Democratic Party
and became a Republican. Just last
month, Paducah Sen. Bob Leeper
wondered aloud whether he should
do the same.
"That's a Senate issue. and I'm
just glad there's nothing like that
going on in the House," Buckingham said. "I, personally, think
(Leeper) would be making a mistake if he did that."
"Most of the problems are internal and won't affect things externally," Jackson said. "1 don't think
it will cause a major disruption
when we meet. (The Democratic
Party) has never been totally unified, and it never will be."
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Desk and
A Lot More Items
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La Salle to stay on show
LOS ANGELES (AP) — Eriq La Salle will stay in scrubs for
three more years, and Daily Variety reported Monday it will cost
the producers of "ER" only $27 million.
Warner Bros. Television wouldn't comment on the amount. The
per-episode salary is difficult to peg, Variety said, because the
contract makes part of the money retroactive to last season.
If applied only to the next three seasons, La Salle's salary for
his role as Dr. Peter Benton would be nearly $410,000 an episode
— a hefty raise from his current $85,000 per show.
Scott Sassa, the West Coast chief for NBC, recently singled out
La Salle's character as one of the role models for minority viewers the network has been trying to foster.

Monroe dress headed to auction

NEW YORK (AP) — The suit Marilyn Monroe wore when she
married Joe DiMaggio will go on the block next month at Sotheby's.
The brown wool suit with a white mink collar and rhinestone
buttons is expected to fetch between $15,000 and $20,000 at the
Sept. 30 sale, Sotheby's spokesman Matthew Weigman said Monday.
Miss Monroe wore the suit when she married DiMaggio on
Jan. 14, 1954.
Rival auction house Christie's
Monroe items at a mega-Marilyn auction on Oct. 27-28, including the
"eternity band" given to her by DiMaggio and the silk gown with
6,000 hand-sewn beads she wore when she sang "Happy Birthday" to President Kennedy in 1962.
The ring has a pre-sale estimate of $30,000 to $50,000. The
dress, the highlight of the Christie's collection, was estimated to
sell in the "high six figures."

Landon widow files suit
SANTA MONICA, Calif. (AP) — Michael Landon's widow
filed a $5 million defamation lawsuit against the Globe tabloid
for portraying the couple's marriage as troubled.
The suit, filed Friday, said the Globe falsely reported on July
6 that the "Little House on the Prairie" and "Highway to Heaven" star was involved in "such things as illegal drugs and pornography."
Under the headline "Michael Landon: The Shocking Truth," the
Globe said, "There was a dark side behind that handsome face."
"These statements are simply not true," Cindy Landon said in
a statement Monday. "And I am outraged that the press feels that
it can make any statements it wants about a person, no matter
how damaging and no matter how false, when that person is dead
and unable to defend himself."
Landon died of Cancer in 1991.
"It's a frivolous lawsuit and we are going to vigorously defend
it," Globe attorney Mike Kahane said.

Practitioners, assistants prescribing more drugs
NEW YORK (AP) — The number of drugs prescribed by nurse
practitioners and physician assistants is rising dramatically, reflecting their increased legal authority
and growing acceptance by doctors.
Nurse practitioners wrote 15
million prescriptions in the United States last year, up 66 percent
from 1997, according to a study
by the consulting firm Scott-Levin.
Physician assistants wrote 12 million prescriptions, up 33 percent.
While those numbers still represent a fraction of the 2.5 billion prescriptions written annually, consumer and medical groups
say the trend aids patient convenience and makes doctors offices
more efficient.
"The increase in scripts reflects
the increasing numbers of nurse
practitioners and physician assistants working with doctors," said
Dr. Thomas Reardon, president of
the American Medical Association.
Physician assistants, who practice medicine under a doctor's
supervision, can write prescriptions
in 46 states, almost twice as many
as a decade ago. States not granting them legal authority are
Louisiana, Mississippi, Indiana and
Ohio.
Nurse practitioners — registered
nurses with advanced, specialized
training — can write prescriptions
in all 50 states, although in Pennsylvania. Georgia, Michigan and

Ohio, a doctor is required to cosign the order.
Some doctors argue these caregivers lack enough education to prescribe medicines, but proponents
say the option makes doctors available to work on more complex
cases and saves patients time.
About 34,000 physician assistants and 60,000 nurse practitioners work in the United States. The
two specialties began in the 1980s
as a way to complement physicians and offer a less expensive
alternative to help busy practices
and hospital clinics.
As managed care has reduced
doctor fees — pushing them to
see more patients to maintain their
incomes — doctors increasingly
rely on nurse practitioners and
physician assistants. At least one
health maintenance organization,
Oxford Health Plans, lets its New

York City members choose a nurse
practitioner as their primary caregiver.
All states require doctors to
supervise physician assistants, and
most nurse practitioners also do
much of their work with doctors.
Some states prohibit nurse practitioners and physician assistants
from ordering highly addictive
drugs or controlled substances.
Having the ability to write prescriptions speeds the patient through
the office, said Bill Kohlhepp, a
physician assistant at the Hospital
of St. Raphael in New Haven,
Conn., and president of the American Academy of Physician Assistants.
As doctors become more comfortable with physician assistants,
Kohlhepp said, they realize the
assistants aid their practice by giving them more time to handle the

difficult cases.
-Physicians used to look at prescribing drugs as the one thing
that separates them from other
people," he said. "They initially
thought they would be giving something up."

MELVIN'S TIRE STORE
Specializing in General,
Bridgestone, Firestone & Summit Tires
Open Mon.-Fri. 8-5, Sat. 8-12

753-4703
31(1 South 4th Stitt

Blair attends horse race
SIENA, Italy (AP) — British Prime Minister Tony Blair once
again ignored pleas by animal-rights advocates to skip the traditional Palio horse race here.
Blair, vacationing with his family in Tuscany, showed up for
the race Monday in Siena's shell-shaped square in a short-sleeved,
checked shirt and casual slacks, drawing a huge crowd.
The race, run every July and August since medieval times, is
a two-minute affair in which jockeys representing Siena's fiercely competitive neighborhoods ride their horses bareback three times
around the piazza, whose cobblestones are covered with dirt for
the race.
Riders whip their horses, and many horses and riders take tumbles.
According to Italy's Anti-Vivisection League, which campaigns
against cruelty to animals, 43 horses have been killed since 1970
as a result of falls in the Palio.
Blair, who has opposed fox-hunting at home, has attended the
race during past vacations in Tuscany despite appeals from antiPalio activists to boycott it.

Jewel recites poetry at concert

BLOOMINGTON. Minn. (AP) — Jewel warmed up before a
concert by reciting her poetry in front of thousands at the Mall
of America.
"Reading poetry is really weird for me," she said Sunday at
the mall.
The 24-year-old pop singer published a book of poems last
year and read from it to mark the paperback release this month.
She was in town for a concert in St. Paul.
"My work is based on my love for words," she said. "I have
to write every day. And I believe poetry helps reflect a personal
aspect of history that you won't generally see in history books."
interxterthink
ption
ratic

HARLAN, Ky. (AP) — The
Harlan County school board is
poised to vote on a pioneering
drug testing program covering all
school district employees and
selected students.
The plan already has been challenged by the Kentucky Education Association and the American Civil Liberties Union.
The district could test any student suspected of drug use, and
that would be a first for Kentucky.
said
Hughes.
Brad
spokesman for the Kentucky School
Board Association.
He said only New Jersey has
a state law that allows schools to
test students based on suspicion.
Board Chairman Sidney Fee said
he's not worried about opposition
to the plan.
"This is just a way to ensure
we have a good, clean school system for everybody."
"If their parents don't know
about it or don't want to deal
with it, then I think it's our duty
to respond," Fee said.
Districts across the country —
and several in Kentucky — have
established drug testing policies
for student-athletes in the wake
of a 1995 Supreme Court ruling
that allowed the practice. In 1997,
the court also allowed the testing
of students involved in school-sponsored extracurricular activities.
However, no appeals court has
ever affirmed any type of drug

testing to cover the entire student
body.
Under the Harlan County plan.
students suspected of drug use could
be asked to take a test at the
expense of the district. If they failed,
they could be suspended or even
expelled. Fee said.
The policy would expand the
authority already granted districts
when drugs are involved, he said.
If a student or employee is suspected of using drugs or alcohol
at school, officials can call the
police and have officers conduct
searches or perform drug tests.
The policy on students is different from the two-pronged school
employee testing policy being proposed.
Under that plan. the district
would institute random drug testing for its 700 existing employees. A separate policy also would
require drug testing for all new
hires.
Fee said about 30 employees
— including principals and teachers — each month would be chosen at random to take a urine test.
That would mean about half
the employees in the system would
be tested each year, for a total
cost that's expected to be more
than $20,000.
An employee who fails the drug
test would likely go on a short
suspension and be required to take
counseling. Employees could be
fired under certain circumstances.
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banking veterans who understand
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the economic opportunities in

area residents a phenomenal

Western Kentucky.

220-plus years of banking expertise. In

The Murray Bank itself may be
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new. But our years of banking

by far away banking giants, The
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Murray Bank is committed to
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community banking.

best personal and commercial

That means we are locally

Shown above (left to right):
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Norma Ford, Ronnie Gibson,
Patsy Hale, Jerry Smith
and Frances Moss.
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FROM OUR READERS
"Main Street was like your front
porch," says Libby Hart, describing bygone days in Murray. One
of Mrs. Hart's fond memories was
pulling up in front of downtown
ice cream parlors and beeping the
horn for curbside service.
Once you ordered, ice cream
cones were served with a flourish. A special platter was used to
carry the confections.
Circular shaped with holes
around the circumference, it
allowed the cones to poke through
the bottom, enabling the server to
manage six dips at once.
The whole order was draped with
a clean napkin, and when the linen
cover was whisked off, voila!
"I thought it was just wonderful." Libby declares. "You never
had to leave your car."
Her delight in the recollection
is still evident in the smile on her
face and the sparkle in her eyes.
Libby Hart was just one of
about 15 long-time Murrayans who
attended a luncheon meeting last
week hosted by the Main Street
Program.
The purpose of the get-together was to reminisce about old
times, as part of planning and organizing a tabloid titled, 'Preserve the
Past, Imagine the Future."
It didn't take much to get the
storytelling started. Robert 0. Miller
shared a tale about the old Woodruff
Theater, and Jo Burkeen recalled
how Mary Farmer played the piano
for every organization in town,
including the Woman's Club and
Rotary.
Melvin Henley wove a yam
about a practical joke played on

Lanier served
university well
the managers of the McDaniel
Dr. James Hart, whose phone
Hotel by a prankster posing as an number was 1, remembered the HolFBI agent.
land-Hart Drug Store and the other
Local author Gladys Jarrett pharmacies on Main Street.
recounted tales of the Old Devil's
And Jack Shroat reminded the
Pulpit, including a lively account others about
how nearly every
of a couple who came back to
store in town delivered the goods
the rock to celebrate their 50th
you ordered right to your door.
wedding anniversary.
Robin Taffler, Main Street manAccording to Gladys, the woman
confessed the site had special mean- ager, was pleased at the turnout
ing to her marriage because, she and delighted at the prospect of
stated, "I sparked my swain on preserving local history.
"We are really excited as we
top of the Devil's Pulpit Hill in
interview long-time residents of
a buggy."
With the current drought on the community and we learn what
everybody's mind, Wilma Garri- a rich heritage we have in Murson was reminded of a story about ray and Calloway County," she
a dry spell in the old days, when explained.
a relative fell out of his wagon
Some of the topics Taffler hopes
while getting drinking water from will be explored in the future
a spring. Weighed down by the include: the Court Square, life on
water, his pants fell down when Main Street, life
before the dam,
his galluses gave out.
Pottertown, New Concord, schools,
"You get back in this wagon
tobacco, farming, grocery stores,
and I'll slap you out of it," he
shopping, entertainment, medical
was scolded.
The topic of water led to the care and specific incidents that
Flood of '37, when people evac- had an impact on community life.
Martha Ails, chairperson for the
uated from Paducah were moved
project, encourages residents who
to Murray.
Local citizens opened their are interested in sharing their pichomes to the refugees, except for tures and reminiscences of the
the African Americans
wait- "good old days" in Murray and
ed on the square for someone to Calloway County to call (270)
take them in
759-9474 for more information.

Kentucky New Era, Hopkinsville
One has to wonder how, in this era of ecoThe Advocate-Messenger, Danville
nomic plenty, our nearby neighbor to the south.
It's not that big of a deal.
Tennessee, has managed to get itself into such a
Businesses and other phone customers in cenfinancial mess.
tral and northern Kentucky will come through it
Tennessee Gov. Don Sundquist recently told unscathed. It's just stupid.
the media the state faces beginning the next budgWe're talking about the Kentucky Public Seret year $250 million in the red.
vice Commission's decision to assign a new teleGiven that, Gov. Sundquist has been pushing phone area code to the part of the state — cenfor a state income tax, rather than another increase tral and northern Kentucky — where the change
in the sales tax.
will be much more costly and inconvenience far
Either one of these measures could have sig- more people than in eastern Kentucky, which the
nificant impact on_Kentucky counties bordering PSC decided to leave alone.
Tennessee. ...
There were severarwaPSC cioutd-have -If Tennessee goes with a personal income tax. solved the problem of the need for more phone
the Volunteer State will lose a housing attraction. numbers in the 606 area. In the end, it boiled
an edge the state has had over Kentucky in lur- down to choosing whether this part of the state
ing employees from border industries. ...
or the eastern pan of the state would have to
If Tennessee should decide to raise its sales accept a new number.
tax once again, this would make Kentucky busiAs we said, it's not a world-shattering event.
nesses ... even more competitive with Tennessee Businesses will incur printing and marketing costs.
firms.
Individuals will be inconvenienced. Basically. every
There certainly is nothing wrong with Ten- phone number changes, from cell phones to faxes.
nessee's economy. The state is like so many othThe PSC's 'decision to change the number in
ers these days — replete with business and tax an urban region. rather than a rural region, is unprecerevenues. The problem is, Tennessee has been dented. telecommunications experts say. When the
spending more than it's taking in. ...
PSC, for instance, needed to add an area code in
Tennessee state law requires the governor/leg- Louisville and western Kentucky, it let Louisville
islature to come up with a balanced budget, so keep its 502 code and assigned the new number
some kind of tax appears likely as a measure to to the more rural areas in the west.
provide the needed revenues. One option thrown
The logic of doing it that way is undeniable.
out by a legislator would be to tax all kinds of Why inconvenience a million people when you
services, except medical.
can inconvenience 100,000?
The governor has called for a special legislaWhy make businesses spend $10 million when
tive session this fall to discuss the revenue short- they can spend $1 million? Changing the numfall and possible solutions.
bers in a rural area simply affects a lot fewer
This is a situation Kentuckians need to keep people and businesses. So that's where the numan eye on.
ber should be changed. ...
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Dear Editor:
Your paper of July 30 showed a photograph of
Mike Miller's being administered the oath of office
as a new member of the Board of Regents of
Murray State University.
Mike Miller replaces Philip Lanier of Louisville.
Mike has served well in his community of Marshall County, and I know that he will bring many
assets to the Board of Regents at Murray State.
The appointment of a valued Western Kentuckian suggests that the Higher Education Nominat-

ing Commission and governors are following a
practice of alternating regional appointments with
appointments from the broader state.
This is a positive and supportive route to follow, for it keeps the local presence while enabling
Murray State's voice to be carried into other parts
of Kentucky. Murray State has benefited from the
recent presence on the Board of Regents of members from the central part of the state.
I hope the next appointments will follow the
practice of enlarging the geographical presence and
that when the next vacancy occurs, Philip Lanier
will once acain be annointed.
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Mary Jane Littleton
809 Sharpe St.
Murray, KY 42071
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• -The-New lersey..S.u.preme Court's
ruling that the Boy Scouts must
homosexuals because scouting is
a public entity, like police and
fire departments, is flawed on legal
and moral grounds.
Chief Justice Deborah Poritz
dismissed assertions by the Boy
Scouts that words in the Scout
Oath which speak of "morally
straight" and "clean" constitute a
statement against homosexuality
and allow the organization to keep
homosexuals out.
Poritz said she doubts that
"ascribe any meaning to these
terms other than a commitment to
be good."
The concept of what is good
has undergone a transformation.
Some years ago, then-New York
Gov. Mario Cuomo spoke of a
state supreme court judge friend
of his as a "good man" after the
judge was convicted and sent to
prison for threatening to kidnap
his ex- lover's daughter.
In the past few days, Hillary
Rodham Clinton has described her
philandering husband as a "good
husband and father.Luciana Morad. the mother of
rock singer Mick Jagger's latest
illegitimate child, told Europe's
Hello magazine that, even though
Jagger has yet to meet his 4month-old son, he is "a very loving father."
If there is no standard for "good,"
then the word has only the meaning assigned to it at a given moment.
How can the Boy Scouts of
New Jersey be taught to perform
good deeds and to have good
behavior if "good- has no definition?
If good and non-good (or bad,
as we used to call good's antithesis) are to be defined by judges.
then their decisions become arbitrary and make a mockery of the
law, which is supposed to he based
on immutable standards, not cultural pressure and intimidation by
special interests.
Why is it good for the Boy
Scouts to be forced into accepting people who behave in ways

CAL'S THOUGHTS

judged to be bad by the organization's leadership and by most
Scout parents, and bad to reject
applications for membership from
practicing homosexuals?
Why shouldn't it be bad to
engage in same-sex behavior and
good not to engage in it?
All "lifestyles" are now created equal by the courts, and if bad
exists, it is in the mind of the
beholder.
The redefinition of good has
been going on for at least four
decades.
This has led to the hiring at
Princeton of Peter Singer, the
eugenicist, who will teach this fall
that life has only the meaning
assigned to it and that anyone
judged defective may be eliminated for the greater good, whatever that means, since good is in
a constant state of flux.
The god of materialism has
done this to us.
In our relentless pursuit of personal peace and affluence, we have
sacrificed whatever or whoever
gets in the way.
Cable TV covers business news
more than ever because profit and
things are what we worship.
Atlanta's mayor wonders why
so many are so angry that they
go on shooting rampages.

It is because of the false advertising that the stuff of life can
give meaning to life.
When some people realize the
lie, they lash out in anger, even
murder. For what do they have to
live?
We've called abortion "choice"
and marriage an inconvenience.
We dispose of all that gets in
the way of having our way. Institutions like the military, the Boy
Scouts. marriage, Walt Disney. even
some churches and religious leaders have been corrupted.
The truth is that the Boy Scouts
of America are not like the police
and fire departments.
Their organization has successfully helped turn several generations of young boys into men of
character and self-control, supplemented by a God concept and a
recognition that He makes life's
rules for our protection.
Because the New Jersey decision is the opposite of a March
1998 ruling by the California
Supreme Court, the subject may
be considered by the U.S. Supreme
Court.
Let's hope those justices haven't
completely forgotten the difference
between good and bad - or things
are going to get even more ugly.
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Robert (Bobby) Free Mitchell

Robert (Bobby) Free Mitchell, 22, Marietta, Ga., formerly of
Murray, died Thursday, Aug. 13, 1999. His death was from injuries
sustained in an automobile accident.
Survivors include his parents, Danny Mitchell and Christy
Mitchell, Atlanta, Ga.; one brother, Jermey Max Mitchell, and
uncle and aunt, Jack and Danise Mitchell, all of Marietta, Ga.;
maternal grandparents Calvin and Peggy Hall, New Concord; uncles
and aunts, Michael and Jill Rusnak of Hazel and Mike and Debbie Ernestberger of Murray; several cousins.
Preceding him in death were his paternal grandparents, John
and Hontas Mitchell.
Graveside services were Monday at Crestlawn Cemetery, Atlanta,
Ga.
Castellaw Funeral Home of Smyrna. Ga., was in charge of the
arrangements.

Mrs. Lela Ocean Hughes

The funeral for Mrs. Lela Ocean Hughes, 90, Hwy. 641 South,
Hazel, will be today at 1 p.m. in the chapel of J.H. Churchill
Funeral Home.
She died Saturday. Aug. 14, 1999, at 7:55 p.m. at her home.
The Rev. Glynn Orr will officiate. Music will be provided by
Oneida White. Burial will follow in Murray Memorial Gardens.
Pallbearers will be Don Paschall, Dan Poyner. Charles Tidwell,
Frank McCallum, Steven Fowler and Terry Paschall.
Expressions of sympathy may be made to the Murray-Calloway
County Hospice, 803 Poplar St., Murray, Ky. 42071.
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Murray State University's "Great
Beginnings" program is entering
its sixth year this fall on campus.
The program allows MSU's faculty and staff to participate in
helping both new and returning
students feel at home as they begin
their school year.
"Great Beginnings" offers parents an opportunity to ask queslions about the campus and what
•: college life will be like for their
son or daughter. University faculty and staff make themselves available to students and parents by
serving as sources of information
and extra hands during the moving process.
On Aug. 21, the residential colleges on campus will open for
new students to move in beginning at 8 a.m. Returning students
may move in starting at noon.
An information tent will be
manned in the Hart Commons from
9 a.m.-3 p.m. on Saturday. Free
ice cream and soft drinks -will be
offered as well as information
about Student Health Service, cabrevision, the Student Government
Association and the Residential College Association. Vendors from
local banks and carpet and refrigerator rental outlets, as well as
others, will be present on Cutchin
Field.
Residential College Orientation
Sessions will be held from 2-3
p.m. A New Student Convocation
will follow in Lovett Auditorium
at 3:30 p.m., and new students
will break out into fall orientation groups at 4:30 p.m.
The Regional Special Events
Center will be the site of a 5:30
p.m. Spirit Event and a Residential College Dinner at 6:30 p.m.
The night will wrap up with a
dance on the patio of the Collins
Center for Industry and Technology from 9-11 p.m.
On Aug. 22, a non-denominational worship service will be held
at 9 a.m. At 10:30 a.m. "Realities on Campus" will be held, followed by lunch at noon and campus tours with fall orientation
groups from 1-3 p.m. During that
time, class registration and drop/add
will be available along with I.D.
distribution.
Residential College activities
will begin at 3 p.m. and sorority
bids distribution will start at 6:30
p.m. A hypnotist will be featured
in the Curris Center at 8:30 p.m.
Classes begin Aug. 23. Other
"Great Beginnings" activities slated for the first week of school
include:
• On Monday, parking tag distribution by Public Safety in the
Curris Center from 8 a.m.-4:30
p.m.
• On Tuesday. parking tag distribution by Public Safety in the

Curris Center from 8 a.m.-7 p.m.
• On Wednesday, 8-10 a.m.,
Commuter Appreciation Day in the
Curris Center, parking tag distribution from 8 a.m.-4:30 p.m. and
a volleyball tournament at 6 p.m.
behind Winslow Cafeteria.
• On Thursday. Commuter
Appreciation Day continues from
8-10 a.m. At 7 p.m., astronaut
Story Musgrave will be a special
Millennium Project speaker in
Lovett Auditorium.
• On Friday, -astronaut Stor-y
Musgrave will again be a special
Millennium Project speaker in
Lovett Auditorium at 7:30 p.m. A
Skate Party at Circus Skate will
be held beginning at 10:45 p.m
(call the Student Government Association at (270) 762-6951 for
details).
Also during "Great Beginnings,"
special office hours will be held
Aug. 21 from 10 a.m.-3 p.m., and
Aug. 22 from 1-4 p.m. in the Bursar's Office, Admissions and Registrar's Office, Student Financial
Aid (all located in - Sparks Hall),
Food Service/Racer Card Office
(located in Curris Center), University Scholarships Office (located in Ordway Hall) and Public
Safety (located at the corner of
16th and Olive).

Mr. Dwayne Melton
Mr. Dwayne Melton, 66, Miller Avenue, Murray, died Monday.
Aug. 16, 1999, at 9:15 p.m. at the Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
He played stringed instruments for the Four Rivers Music
Friends.
He was preceded in death by three brothers and one sister.
Born May 1, 1933, he was the son of the late Ulus Melton and
Lillie Arnold Melton.
Survivors include his wife, Anna West Melton, Murray; two
daughters, Tammy Melton. Murfreesboro, Tenn.. and Kay Rhodes
and husband, Eddie, Knoxville. Tenn.; one son, Tony Melton and
wife, Sherri, Nashville, Tenn.; two sisters, Burlene Steffey, Murray, and Nell Merrill and husband, George, Murray; two granddaughters, Monica Boyd, Nashville, Tenn.. and Samantha Boyd,
Nashville, Tenn.; several nieces and nephews.
The funeral will be held Wednesday. Aug. 18, at 2 p.m. at
Blalock-Coleman Funeral Home. The Rev. Cary Lambert will officiate. Burial will be in the city cemetery.
Visitation will be at the funeral home from 6 to 9 p.m. today
(Tuesday).

Ms. Lala A. Dowdy

The funeral for Ms. Lala A. Dowdy was Monday at 2 p.m. in
the chapel of Miller Funeral Home of Murray. The Rev. David
M. Montgomery and the Rev. Ann Marie Montgomery officiated
.
Pallbearers were Charlie Miller, Clell Peterson, Sal Matarazz
o,
Al Hough, John A. Gregory and Terry Foreman. Burial was in
the Sinking Spring cemetery.
Ms. Dowdy, 93, College Terrace, Murray, died Friday. Aug. 13,
1999, at 7:55 p.m. at West View Nursing Home. Murray.
A former nurse in the United States Army, She had retired as
a major with the Army Reserves. She was a member of First
Presbyterian Church. Born Oct. 26, 1905, she was the daughter
of the late Gibson Morgan Dowdy and Salina P. Lewis
Dowdy.
Survivors include two nieces, Connie Fay Cooper, Moscow,
Kan., and Nancy Hays, Independence. Mo.; two nephews, Isaac
Dowdy, St. Louis, Mo., and Thomas Dowdy, Murray.

-\DEADLY NEUROMUSCULAR
DISEASES

Mrs. MaiSanders Beckham
Mrs. Mary

Muscular Dystrophy Association

1-800-572-1717

Sanders Beckham. 73, Gardner Drive, New Concord, died Friday. Aug. 13, 1999, at 10:30 p.m. at her home.
She was a member of New Mt. Carmel Baptist Church.
Survivors include two daughters, Ms. Shirley Beckham, Nashville,
Tenn.. and Mrs. Mary Beckham Townsend. Tennessee; three sons,
William Beckham 111, Ft. Pierce, Fla., Neal Ernest Beckham, Nashville,
Tenn., and Charles E. Beckham„ 1-a\ft-gne, Tenn.; four sisters,
Mrs. Martha Sue Holden. Milington, Tenn., Mrs. Maurine Morgan,
Munford, Tenn., Mrs. Bobbie Jean Sanders Federspiel, Saginaw,
Mich., and Mrs. Nina Mae Thomason, Corinth. Miss.; three brothers, Paul Sanders. Somerville, Tenn., Ernest Norman Sanders, New
Concord, and Melvin L. Sanders, Millington, Tenn.
The funeral was Monday at 4 p.m. in the chapel of Munford
Funeral Home, Munford, Tenn. Burial was in Bethel Cemetery,
Millington, Tenn.
Miller Funeral Home of Murray was in charge of local arrangements.
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Stock Market Report
Dow Jones Ind. Avg...11082.25 + 35.46
Air Products .34 3/16 - 9/16
49 7/16 + 3/8
Bell South
48 3/4- 1/8
Briggs & Stratton ..62 1/16 + 1/16
Bristol Myers Squibb 68 3/4 3/16
Caterpillar
61 13/16 - 1/2
Daimler Chrysler..77 5/8 + 5/8
Dean Foods 4111/16 + 1/16
Exxon
81 7/16 - 1/8
Ford Motor
49 1/2 + 7/8
General Electric ..111 3/8 + 1 9/16
General Motors ..62 7/16 + 3/4
Goodrich
_39 15/16 + 1/4
Goodyear
55 3/4 - 1 3/16
HopFed Bank' ..I9 1/8 B 19 3/4 A
IBM
127 5/16 - 1/16
Ingersoll Rand ....62 1/4 + 5/16

Prices as
of 9 a.m
Intel
79 + 7/16
Kroger
25 - 1/8
LG &E
21 1/2 - 1/16
Lucent Tech
67 5/16 + 3/4
Mattel
22 9/16- 1/16
McDonalds
411/16 + 3/16
Mercantile Bank 55 3/8 + 1 15/16
Merck
65 1/16 + 1/4
Microsoft
84 13/16 + 1/2
J.C.Penney
42 15/16 - 1/16
Pfizer, Inc
35 1/16 + 3/16
Quaker Oats
67 7/16 - 1/4
Schering-Plough 49 3/4 + 1/16
Sears
40 13/16 + 7/16
Texaco
65 + 1/8
Time Warner ..67 15/16 + 1/16
Union Planters ....43 9/16 + 7/8
CST
30 1/4 - 3/8
Wal-Mart
46 1/4 + 1/4

'Hilliard Lyons is a market maker in ths stock
unc - once unchanged

Hilliard Lyons
Court Square
Murray, KY 42071
53-3366

It's the most affordable Stihl chain saw you can buy.

MURRAY HOME & AUTO
OUTDOOR DIVISION

Our Best Investment Is You.

753-2571 • Chestnut St. • Murray
Hours: Mon.-Sat. 7:30 - 5:00

J.J B. Milliard. W.L Lyons, Inc • Mombor NYSE and SIPC

We hope everything goes perfectly. Nobody likes surprises in the hospital. And

when
you go home, you won't want any surprises there, either. So, just say, "Holl
and
Medical." When you need home hospital equipment, like beds or wheelchairs,
or
breathing aids like nebulizers or oxygen, just say "Holland." You'll get the finest
equipment backed by pharmacists, technicians, accredited therapists and claims
specialists. Don't be surprised. Just say,"Holland."
PADUCAH

MURRAY

1914 Broadway • KY 42001
270-442-6311
Toll Free: 1-800-223-4947

120 Max Hurt Drive • KY 42071
270-753-1465
Toll Free: 1-800-227-4125

Holland Medical Equipment
Certified Blue Cross / Blue Shield participating supplier. Ask us about accepti
ng Medicare assignment
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Luncheon set for Friday
Murray Christian Women's Club
will have its "Stenciling Our World"
luncheon on Friday from noon to
2 p.m. at the Calloway Inn Market Place Restaurant, formerly
Racer Inn.
Jo Beth Ticknor will demonstrate
the art of stenciling for a designer's touch, according to Lavonia
Rowland, special feature chairman.
Special music will be presented by Mary Foley, according to
Becky Vinson, music chairman.
The guest speaker will be Marie

Carroll of Knoxville, Tenn., who
will present a fresh look at shaping a pattern for life, according
to Rowina Wilburn, club chairman.
Reservations and cancellations
for the luncheon and a preschool
nursery should be made by Wednesday evening by calling Freda Lovett
at 753-3999 or Jo Lovett at 7534683.
All women of the club are in lied to attend. There are no memberships or dues. required.
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10 WHAT'S NEW.
New Merchandise
Arriving Daily
PICTURES
& MAGAZINE RACKS
THE
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diloppe
Hours: Mon.-Fri. 10-5 p.m.,
Sat. 10 a.m.-2 p.m.: Closed Sun.
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Robert Chermain Galbreath and Brandy Renee Nyert of 544 Airport Rd., Murray, are the parents of a daughter, Anon Kere Galbreath,
born on Wednesday, Aug. 11, 1999, at 5:01 p.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The baby weighed six pounds 14 ounces and measured 18 inches.
Grandparents are Tina and Derek Griggs of Kirksey, Cindy Galbreath of Mayfield, Richard Nyert of Kansas City, Mo., and Robert
Cecil Galbreath of Mayfield.

Heart Walk planned
Walkers are to collect donations prior to the event and turn
them in at registration. Incentive
prizes will be offered, including a
t-shirt to any walker raising $100.
Funds raised -wilt-support heart
disease research, and the local
American Heart Association community and educational programs
in Murray and Calloway County.
For more information on how
you can get involved, call Julie
Smith, Heart Walk chairman, at
753-9802, or Jennie Harcourt, AHA
director, at 753-2442.

SERVICE NOTES

LAmPS -

418 Main St., Murray • 767-9596

JO'S DATEBOOK

Anion Kere Galbreath

The American Heart Association,
the Murray-Calloway County Hospital and Ryan Foods will present
the 1999 American Heart Walk on
Saturday, Sept. 11, inside the Murray State University Regional Special Events Center.
Registration will start at 8:30
a.m. and the Walk will begin at
9 a.m.
The public is invited to participate by forming a team of
walkers from friends, family and
co-workers. A special invitation to
participate is being issued to all
survivors of heart disease.

Motorists should
exercise extra caution
around school areas.

•

BIRTHS

I

Zachary H. Capps has joined
the United States Army under the
Delayed Entry Program at the U.S.
Army Recruiting Station, Fayetteville, Ark.
The program gives young men
and women the opportunity to delay
entering active duty for up to one
year.
The enlistment gives the new
soldier the option to learn a new
skill, travel and become eligible
to receive as much as $50,000
toward a college education. After
completion of basic military training, soldiers receive advanced individual training in their career specialty.
The recruit qualifies for a $2,000

iii•
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Let us give your entire house
or that one special room
THE PICTURE PERFECT

4-H training scheduled
Calloway County 4-H Record Book Trainings will be held today
(Tuesday) and on Aug. 24 from 3:30 to 4:30 p.m. at the Weaks
Community Center. Instruction will be given to complete record
books for the 1998-99 4-H year and how to begin for the 19992000 year. Record books are due on Sept. 6 to the UK Cooperative Extension Service in the Weaks Community Center. All interested youth are encouraged to attend.

Sandy Linn, youth services librarian for the Calloway County
Public Library, has announced that no story hour programs will be
held at the library during the month of August. Linn encourages
patrons to watch for upcoming announcements of programs to begin
Sept. 7.

Depression group will meet
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Depression Support Group will meet Wednesday at 10:30 a.m.
in the HomeCare Conference Room of Murray-Calloway County
Hospital. For more information call Kathy Culbert RN, MSN, CS
at 762-1485.

Seminar reservations due Thursday
Dr. Hal Capps, board-certified ophthalmologist, will discuss proper eye care at various stages of life and treatments for vision problems that may be experienced as persons age on Saturday from 10
a.m. to noon in the Murray-Calloway County Hospital Third Floor
Education Unit. Pre-registration should be made by Thursday by
calling 762-1394 or 1-800-342-6224 ext. 394 by 4:30 p.m.

-Board members wanted
Murray-Calloway County Parks is accepting applications for the
BMX Advisory Board which is made up of parents and youth.
Interested persons should pick up an application at the parks' office
at 900 Payne St., Murray. between 8 a.m. and 4 p.m., Monday
through Friday.

LifeHouse banquet planned
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TOUCH!

I was so glad to see the picture of Jo Crass receiving the
plaque for her dedicated service to the Freedom Fest Board by
Freedom Fest director Judy Gargus in Monday's issue of the
Murray Ledger & Times.
This is just one of the many ways that Jo has served the
city and county in the past years. One thing I remember most
was when she was on the city council and was chairman for
the parks committee when the new Murray-Calloway County
Park was started.
Jo serves in various ways for her church, First Christian,
the Murray Woman's Club, the Big Brother/Big Sister Program, and many other organizations. She was named as volunteer of the year by the Murray Woman's Club for 1998-99.
She retired as clerk for the city of Murray after serving several years.

No Story Hours Wednesday

enlistment bonus.
Capps. a 1992 graduate of Fayetteville High School, will report
to Fort Benning, Columbus, Ga.,
for basic training Aug. 31.
He is the son of Kathy Chappell of 318 S. Duncan St., Fayetteville, Ark., and Dwight Capps
of 4588 Patterson St., Murray.
•••
Army Pvt. Joshua E. Van Waters
has arrived at Fort Benning, Columbus, Ga., to complete basic military training.
During the training, the soldier
will receive instruction in drill
and ceremonies, map reading, tactics. military customs and courtesies, physical fitness and first aid.
Van Waters is the son of Alexia J. Pritchett of Murray. He is a
1999 graduate of Calloway County High School.
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Jo Burkeen
Today Editor
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The annual LifeHouse banquet will be Sept. II at 6 p.m. at
Murray State University Curris Center Ballroom. This will feature
Double Edge Productions, a professional Christian drama company,
who will present a dram in the setting of Ancient Rome, 81 A.D.,
a historic time when Christians were brutally persecuted. There is
no charge for the banquet, but donations will be accepted for the
work of the LifeHouse Pregnancy Care Center. For reservations for
the banquet call 753-0700 or 1-800-467-7172.

Ham and Bean supper planned
The residents and staff of Glendale Place will host a ham and
beans dinner Thursday from 4 to 7 p.m. in the dining room. All
proceeds from the event will go toward financing the start-up of
Angels Community Clinic which will provide medical care for the
working poor in Murray and Calloway County. As an added attraction a display of angels will be featured. Anyone who would like
to share their favorite angel with the public is encouraged to leave
the angel with appropriate I.D. tag attached at Glendale Place.

Ladies study group on Wednesday
Yourpartner in protection

Western
Kentucky
Insurance
Agency, Inc.
Tony Boyd

302 N. 12th St.
Murray
753-5842

The Wednesday morning Ladies Bible Study will start Wednesday at 10 a.m, in room 303 of First Baptist Church. The group
will be studying Paul's three missionary journeys.

MHS annuals have arrived
The 1998-99 annuals have arrived at Murray High School. Those
who have purchased one can pick it up in the front office of the
school from 8 a.m. to 3 p.m., Monday through Friday. Some extra
yearbooks were ordered and can be purchased for $32 each for
those who did not order one previously.

Backboard meeting tonight
Calloway County Backboard Club will meet tonight (Tuesday)
at 7 p.m. at Calloway County High School. All persons interested
in the basketball programs of Calloway County Schools are invited. For information call 753-8251 or 753-3125.
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niCARPET & FLOOR COVERING
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Full Day Educational
Preschool Program
Ages 0-5

Call For Openings

753-5227
109 S. 15th St.
Murray, KY 42071

Pier 1 Imports
is pleased to have
Shannon Eckels
bride-elect of
Seth Carson
join our
bridal registry.

We are pleased
to have these
couples registered
through our
Bridal Registry.
Bethany Reed Kelly Curd
Knssy Smith • Dewayne Smith
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Chestnut St., Murray
753-1851
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Stroud-Rhodes vows
solemnized at church
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Serving as officers of the Kappa Department of the Murray Woman's Club for the 1999-2000 club year are, from
left, Karen Isaacs, chairman, Carolyn Marcum, vice chairman, Sheree Story, treasurer, and Rita Ford, secretary.
These officers will be hostesses for the first meeting of
the new club year in September.

Bucy receives honors
Halye Nicole Bucy, 5, placed
as second runner-up in the Hawaiian Luau Extravaganza in the 56 year-old division at the event
held July 31 at Executive Inn,
Paducah.
She received a rhinestone crown
and a plaque.
Last September she place first
runner-up in the America's Cover
Miss/Boy Contest at the Kentucky
Oaks Mall. She also was named
Most Photogenic in her age division.
Bucy is a kindergarten student
at North Elementary School.
She is the daughter of Donnye
and Mitzi Bucy of Almo.
Her grandparents are Don and
Emma Bucy of Almo and Pete
and Delois Scott of Kirksey. A
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Mr and Mrs. Jessie Rhodes

BIRTHS
Elizabeth Marie Balmer

Mr. and Mrs. Wade Balmer of 314 South 13th St., Murray, are the
parents of a daughter, Elizabeth Marie Balmer, born on Sunday,
Aug.
8, 1999, at 9:30 a.m. at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The baby weighed seven pounds and measured 20 inches. The
mother is the former Stephanie Sammons. Two sisters are Laiken,
3,
and Madeline, I.
Grandparents are Steve and Susan Sammons of Murray and LaRue
and Nancy Balmer of New Smyrna Beach, Fla.
Great-grandparents are Mrs. Sue Sammons and Mrs. Fannilee Buchana
n,
both of Murray, Col. and Mrs. Walter George of Maitland. Fla.,
and
Mrs. Lillian Balmer of Casselberry, Fla.

HALYE BUCY
Virginia

505 S. 12th St.• 753-8080
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MDR
Muscutar Dystrophy Assoaahor
1-800-572-1717 • www.rndausa.org

LOG CABIN RESTAURANT
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Help us fight amyotrophic lateral sclerosis

People Help MCA Because MDA ,
reips Peop/e

great-grandmother
Crouse of Murray.

Decoatin Deny
II

Jaime Lynn Stroud and Jessie Keith Rhodes were married
Saturday, May 29, 1999, at Faith Missionary Baptist Church.
The Rev. William Amberg officiated at the candlelight ceremon
y.
Music was by Sharon Ruggles as music coordinator, Nathan Ruggles
as vocalist and Sheila Rhodes as pianist.
Parents of the couple are Mrs. Robin Stroud and the
late John
Stroud of Benton, and Keith and Rebecca Rhodes, also of Benton.
Grandparents are Mr. and Mrs. Duane Alexander of Benton, Mrs.
Frances Stroud and the late Floyd Stroud of Bad Axe, Mich.,
Mrs.
Virginia Brewer and the late Grady Brewer and the late Mr.
and Mrs.
Melvin Rhodes, all of Benton.
The bride chose Michelle Hicks and Meagan Culp, both
of Benton, as her maids of honor. Bridesmaids were Sarah Morgan
and
Wendy Dunigan, both of Benton.
The flower girl was Morgan McCully, daughter of Anita
and Troy
McCully of Benton.
The groom chose Benny Price of Benton as best man. Grooms
men
were Nathan Ruggles. Charles Hart and Jason Dunigan, all
of Benton.
Ushers and candlelighters were Brandon Winebarger and Jeremy Stroud.
both of Benton.
The ringbearer was Lane Dunigan, son of Jason and Wendy Dunigan of Benton.
Caitlin Bradley, daughter of Mickey and Arlyne Bradley, and Kaitlin
Riddle, daughter of Timothy and Kathleen Riddle, passed
out the
birdseed to the guests.
A reception followed in the fellowship hall of the church.
Servers were Sonya Price, .Brandi Derington, Amy Hobbs, Hazel
Price, Carol Johnson and Melissa Johnson, all of Benton.
Registering the guests was Brandi Derington. Wedding coordinator
was Peggy Amberg of Gilbertsville.
The bride is a 1997 graduate of Marshall County High School and
is attending Murray State University pursuing a degree in nursing.
She is employed at Murray-Calloway County Hospital.
The groom is a 1998 graduate of Marshall County High School
and is employed at VMV Railroad in Paducah.
The couple is residing in Benton.

Pamela Clark

—Breakfast Special Everyday — s2.15
Breaklast and Full Regular Menu Served
AATT/ME

Breakfast Buffet - Everyday.54.95

Noon Buffet — Sun.-Fri. Se1.50
Country Supper Buffet — Mon.-Sat. $4.9
5

SUBSCRIBE

Free Bra Fitting Clinic
8 out of 10 women are wearing the wrong size bra.
Are you? Meet our fit specialist & find out.
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Lingerie Department
JCPenney
Murray, KY
Wednesday,August 18, 1999 • 10:30 a.m.-6 p.m.
Thursday,August 19, 1999 • 10:30 a.m.-6 p.m.
Call 759-1400, ask for the Lingerie Department to
schedule your appointment

Mother Nature is pouring on the heat and
Mercantile Bank's CD rates are HOTTER
than ever!
If you ARE or BECOME a Mercantile Bank
of Kentucky checking account customer when
you open a new certificate of deposit with
$1,000 or more you'll get a scorcher of a good
deal.
Come in or call a Personal Banker at any of
our 15 branches today and get in on the heat
wave!

Our staff of Professional Fitters will be in the Lingerie Department
to provide free
Personal Consultation and to assist you in finding a comfortable,
well-fitting bra. Call
your Murray JCPenney store today to schedule your appoin
tment.

JCPenney
www.jcpenney.com

CHESTNUT HILLS SHOPPING CENTER •(270) 759-1
400
Monday-Saturday 10 a.m.-9 p.m. — Sunday 1:00 p.m.-6 p.m.
SALON HOURS: Mon.-Fri. 941 Sat. 9-6; Sun. 1-5

MERCWITILE-

eRn(
Member FDIC

Annual Percentage Yield is accurate as of 08/02/99.
Rates are subject to change. Penalty may be imposed
for early withdrawal. Not valid with any other offer.

McCracken • Marshall • Calloway • Graves • Christia

n
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Sosa hits 47th
home run, but
Cubs lose to
D-Backs 10-3

•

,

Young Lady Tigers
look to improve
throughout season

By BEN WALKER
AP Baseball Writer
Blown away early by a 100 mph fastball, Sammy
Sosa eventually caught up with Randy Johnson.
Sosa hit a 456-foot shot for his 47th home run, tying
him with Mark McGwire for the major league lead Monday night in the Arizona Diamondbacks' 10-3 victory
over the Chicago Cubs.
Last season, on his way to 66 homers, Sosa also hit
No. 47 on Aug. 16. But he's ahead of that pace — he's
reached the mark in 117 Cubs games this year, compared to 124 games last year.
"I don't feel pressure. I have to say I know what to
do," Sosa said. "I don't go up there every day expecting to have a great game. I hit a home run, but I also
struck out three times. That's just part of the game."
Sosa struck out in five straight at-bats against Johnson before connecting in the sixth inning at Bank One
Ballpark. Sosa fanned in his final at-bat against the Big
Unit, too.
"You've got to strike him out 10 or 15 times to
equal a distance on a home run like that," Johnson said.
"But I think we have a mutual respect for one another, just like me and McGwire. He knows what I'm capable of doing and I know what he's capable of doing.
and we've gotten to see both sides of that."
In other NL games, New York beat San Diego 4-3
in 10 innings, Atlanta beat Colorado 14-6, Cincinnati
defeated Pittsburgh 9-2, Houston downed Milwaukee 20, St. Louis stopped Philadelphia 4-3, San Francisco
defeated Montreal 7-4 and Florida beat Los Angeles 75.

MARK YOUNG/Ledger 8. Times photo

Junior Annie Hutson will be counted on to provide scoring for the
Murray Lady Tigers this season.

By MARK YOUNG
Sports Editor
Despite a young lineup that will
see them start as many as nine
sophomores, the Murray Lady
Tigers have reason for optimism
heading into the 1999 soccer season.
Six full-time and one part-time
starter return to a squad that finished 6-11 last season, and even
with all of the youth, coach Chris
Hays believes the team can become
a solid unit by season's end.
"This group of sophomores is
still young, but they've played
together some," said Hays, entering his second season with the
Lady Tigers. "I definitely think
we'll be better at the end of the
season than we'll be at the start.
We're not as concerned with our
record at the start of the season
as at the end."
Returning starters include sophomores Mallary France, Chelsee
Thompson, Amy Meloan, Mallory
Rudolph, Heather Collins and
Megan Haverstock, with Thompson missing the first part of the
season while recovering from a
torn anterior cruciate ligament
injury suffered last basketball season.
"Chelsee will he out until the

Staff Report
Murray Ledger & Times
Three Murray competitors took
part in the Junior National Tae
Kwon Do championships last
month in Las Vegas, with one
bringing home a medal.
Jimmy Hunt claimed the
bronze medal in form competition while finishing fourth in sparring in the 10-12 red belt division.
Will Kemp. competing in the
10-12 green belt division, was
fourth in form. Also competing
from Murray was Luke Puckett
in the 14-17 division.
"This was my third year there,
and even though it was tough.
it was fun," Hunt said.

MARK YOUNG/Ledger & Times photo

Local Tae Kwon Do students (from left) Will Kemp, Luke Puckett and Jimmy Hunt all competed
in the U.S. Junior National Tae Kwon Do Championships in Las Vegas in July. Hunt won the
bronze medal in form in his age division.

III See Page 9

DIVISION I-AA POLL
HUNTINGDON VALLEY. Pa (AP) — The
top 25 teams in the preseason Sports Network Division I-AA football pot, with firstplace voles in parentheses. 1998 records
and points

Record
1 Georgia Southern (58)14-1
2 Massachusetts (37) 12-3
3 Montana (4)
8-4
4. Appalachian State
10-3
5 McNeese State (2)
9-3
6. Flonda A&M
11-2
7 Northwestern State 11-3
8 Illinois State
8-4
9 Hampton (2)
9-3
10. Troy State
8-4
11. Delaware
7-4
12 Holstra
8-3
13 Tennessee State
9-3
14 Southern
9-3
15 R ichmogrd (1(
9-3
16 Northern Iowa
7-4
17 Connecticut
10-3
te Jackson State
7-4
19 Lehigh
12-1
tie Western Illinois
11-3
21 Youngstown State
6-5
22 Northern Anzona
6-5
23 South Florida
8-3

Pts
2.546
2.376
1,858
1.766
1.750
1,672
1,594
1,556
1.448
1.402
1,300
1,232
1,222
1,146
1,110
926
808
750
694
694
650
558
516

24. Murray &tato

7-4

480

25 William 6 Mary

7-4

476
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Murray High
Aug. 24
MAYFIELD
5:30
Aug. 28
GRAVES
12:30
Sept. 4
at St. Mary
1
Sept. 7
at Lone Oak
7
Sept. 9
REIDLAND
7
Sept. 11 HENDERSON
3:30
Sept. 14
MARSHALL
7
Sept. 16 HENRY CO.
7
Sept. 18 HOPKINSVILLE
7
Sept. 21
at Calloway
7
Sept. 27 CALDWELL
7
Sept. 28
at Mayfield
4:30
Sept. 30
at Graves
6
Oct. 2
at Tilghman
2:30
Oct. 7
at Marshall
5:30
Oct. 12
CALLOWAY
5:30
Home games in ALL CAPS
end of the month, but she'll start
when she gets back,- Hays said.
Others who will be counted on
include senior Lindsay Lawson,
who is playing soccer for the first
time; junior Annie Hutson and
freshmen Carla Kingins and Lacy
Latimer.
"We're looking for Lacy to really contribute; She along with MalSee Page 9

By JIM VERTUNO
AP Sports Writer
SAN ANTONIO (AP) — Doctors say Sean Elliott's
dream of returning to the NBA after kidney transplant
surgery is in the realm of possibility after a successful
operation.
Although the 31-year-old Elliott will be on medication the rest of his life, his doctors said he should be
able to return to a normal life, maybe even basketball.
The NBA season starts in November.
"It's clearly unprecedented, but he's a very motivated
individual," said Dr. Francis Wright, the surgeon who
performed the transplant surgery Monday at Methodist
Specialty and Transplant Hospital.
"I'm certainly not going to be the one who tells him
he can't play basketball again," Wright said.
Elliott, a 10-year NBA veteran and starting forward
on the San Antonio Spurs championship team, could
leave the hospital within a week and start his workout
regimen within the next two months if he's up to it,
Wright said.
• See Page 9

Dubach lifts Red Sox over A's
By JOSH DUBOW
AP Sports Writer
Brian Daubach thought he hit a gamewinning homer — until the ball was
called foul. One pitch later, he indeed
won the game for the Boston Red Sox
with a three-run double.
That's the kind of year it has been
for Daubach, a career minor leaguer who
has been one of the biggest reasons the
Red Sox are still in the AL wild-card
lead.
Daubach's hit with two outs in the
ninth inning helped Boston rally to beat
Oakland 6-5 Monday night to move two
games ahead of the Athletics in the wildcard race.
"It's been a magical season, to tell
you the truth," said Daubach, a nine-year
minor leaguer who was selected the AL's
player of the week after getting 13 hits,
three homers and 15 RBIs. "I could easily be in the minor- leagues right now."
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It was a magical at-bat as well. With
two outs and the bases loaded. Daubach
worked the count to 3-1. He then fouled
off five consecutive pitches — including
a long fly ball down the right-field line
that just missed being a home run.
Daubach yanked off his batting helmet
and ran toward the umpire before being
told by first-base coach Dave Jauss that
the call was correct.
"The thing I was impressed with was
the ball he fouled off," A's designated
hitter Matt Stairs said. "A lot of guys
get flustered and forget their at-bat. He
didn't. He took a moment and went right
back in there."
Daubach asked plate umpire Jim Evans
for a little extra time so he could catch
his breath, then stood back in to face

Tim Worrell. After nine consecutive fastballs. Worrell threw a changeup; Daubach
lined it off the Green Monster for a
bases-clearing double.
"It says something special about this
kid,- Red Sox manager Jimy Williams
said.. "You think of how many years he's
worked to be here, and to be up there
at FenWay. with the bases loaded, down
two riins, and a 3-2 count."
In other AL games. it was Seattle 7,
Toronto 5; Texas 13, Cleveland 5; New
York 2, Minnesota 0; Tampa Bay 9,
Detroit 1; and Chicago 6. Anaheim I.
Oakland, which would have tied the
Red Sox in the wild-card race with a
win. led 4-0 after three innings and had
a 5-3 lead in the ninth with closer Doug
Jones (3-5) on the mound.

HOLLAND TIRE CO.
East Main • 783-5806
We Feature Name Brand Tires:
Michelin • Uniroyal • General• Monarch
• Laramie • Firestone• B.F. Goodrich

AL"

Dixieland Cmotpr •'• rray • 759-2248
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Boston leads wild-card by two
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1999 Girls' Soccer

Spurs' Elliott
not ruled out for
basketball return
following surgery

Locals
compete in
Tae Kwon
Do event

Ro(
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After singles to Jason Varitek and pinchhitter Butch Huskey, Trot Nixon hit a fly
ball to the warning track that was caught
at the left-field wall by a leaping Jason
McDonald.
Jose Offerman singled to load the bases,
and John Valentin struck out before Worrell relieved Jones and allowed Daubach's
game-winning hit.
Derek Lowe (4-2) earned the victory,
striking out two in one hitless inning.
Yankees 2, Twins 0
Roger Clemens allowed four hits in 8
2-3 innings, outpitching former Yankees
farmhand Eric Milton (4-10).
Shane Spencer's single with one out
in the bottom of the eighth broke up a
scoreless game.
Clemens (11-5) faced the minimum 24
batters through eight innings. He left after
allowing a single to pinch-hitter Marty
Cordova with two outs in the ninth. Mariano Rivera closed for his 33rd save.
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• Complete Computer Systems • Computer Upgrades • Cat* Modem Installation
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Lexington, Ky. - Steve Farmer of Murray won the state clay court
championship this past weekend in the 50 age bracket
Farmer beat the No 3 seed Saturday 6-2, 6-3 to advance to the
finals
He then beat the No 2 seed and reigning state champion
Steve Imhoff 61 6-4 Sunday to win the tournament

MSU players lead squad to baseball title
Murray State baseball players Chris Johnson and Chris Gray
helped the
Rochester (Minn.) Honkers win the championship of the North
Woods League.
a summer wood bat league for college players.
Johnson batted .526 for Rochester. Gray won his only pitching start,
giving up one earned run on five hits and four walks while
striking out six in
seven innings of work.

Packers make
Freeman highest
paid wide receiver
The Associated Press
Antonio Freeman had a payday
unlike any other wide receiver.
Freeman signed a seven-year,
$42 million contract with the Green
Bay Packers on Monday, making
him the highest-paid receiver in the
NFL.
Freeman's agent, Joel Segal,
told The Associated Press the deal
also includes a $10 million signing
bonus, the largest ever for a wide

THE
RAMEY
AGENCY

receiver, and second-highest in
team history. The Packers gave
quarterback Brett Favre a $12 million bonus in 1997.
"It was everything I hoped and
dreamed," Freeman said. "I'm just
happy to be a Green Bay Packer for
a long, long time to come. I love it

AUTO • LIFE • HOMEOWNERS
Dai,Lci Rome-,
"Ask Me About Life Insurance" 'gen'
1406 N. 12th St., Suite G •(Next to Cain's)•(502) 759-5151

MAJOR LEAGUES

National League
East Division
W
L Pct. GB

American League
All Times CDT
East Division
W
L Pct.

Atlanta
New York
Philadelphia
Florida
Montreal

72
45 615
56
52 5596
55
56 537
66 436
51
51
68 429
al Division
72
55
47
46

45
62

.615
—
470 17
43121 1/2
402 25
39026 1 2
,

70
72

West Division
L Pct. GB
Texas
Oakland
Seattle
Anaheim

70
64
68
48

49
54
60
69

588
5425
49211
410

73
73
63

47
47
55

608
608
.534

—
—
9
.41223 1/2
.407 24

49
70
48
70
Central Division

Pct. GB

Pct. GB
Cleveland
Chicago
Minnesota
Kansas City
Detroit

here, and I always wanted to be
here."

—
1/2
1/2
21

Monday's Games
Tampa Bay 9, Detroit 1
New York 2, Minnesota 0
Texas 13, Cleveland 5
Boston 6, Oakland 5
Seattle 7, Toronto 5
Chicago 6. Anaheim 1

Tuesday's Games
Oakland (Heredia 9-5) at Boston (Saberhagen
9-4). 6.05 p m
Seattle (Abbott 3-0) at Toronto (Hentgen 79). 6-05 p.m.
Texas (Sele 12-7) at Cleveland (Langston
1-1), 6:05 p.m
Tampa Bay (Witt 7-8) at Detroit (Mlocki 710). 6:05 p.m.
Minnesota (Mays 5-4) at Baltimore (Mussina 14-7), 6.35 p.m
Kansas City (Rosado 7-9) at New York (0,Hernandez 12-7). 635 pm
Anaheim (Sparks 5-9) at Chicago (Navarro
7-10), 705 pm

Cincinnati
Houston
St. Louis
Pittsburgh
Milwaukee
Chicago

69
71
61
59
54
51

47
49
59
59
62
66

.595
.592
.508
.500
466
.43618

Arizona
San Francisco
San Diego
Los Angeles
Colorado

68
60
54
53
52

51
58
65
66
68

.571

.445 15
.43316 1/2

Monday's Games

Last summer, the Packers offered Freeman a five-year, $17 million contract with a signing bonus

Cincinnati 9, Pittsburgh 2
Houston 2, Milwaukee 0
St. Louis 4, Philadelphia 3
Atlanta 14. Colorado 6
Arizona 10. Chicago 3
New York 4, San Diego 3. 10 innings
San Francisco 7, Montreal 4
Florida 7, Los Angeles 5

of just over $3 million. Freeman rejected the deal, choosing instead to
play for the team's tender offer of
$1.153 million and become a free
agent at season's end.

Tuesday's Games
Montreal (Hermanson 5-11) at
Francisco (Estes 7-7). 305 p.m.
Pittsburgh (Schmidt 10-8) at Cincinnati (Vii'
lone 6-4), 6-05 p.m.
Milwaukee (Eldred 1-5) at Houston (Elarton
6-3), 7:05 p.m
Philadelphia (Shumaker- 0-1) at St Louis
(Stephenson 3-0), 7- 10 p.m.
Atlanta (Mulholland 7-6) at Colorado (Wright
0-2), 8:05 p.m
Chicago (Lorraine 1-0) at Arizona (Anderson 4-2), 905 p.m
New York (- Leiter 10-7) at San Diego
5-11), 905 Pm
Florida (Burnett 0-0) at Los Angeles (Judd
1-0). 9:10 p.m.

Said Kemp: "I liked the experience, how it affected me. I didn't think there would be thfit,many
people" "there. I thought I did OK
for my first time there, but next

lazy France and Annie Hutson will
have to score goals for us to be

than our offensive players; They're

competitive," Hays said.
Another starter, senior goalkeeper Tiffany Goldhammer, is out
until mid-September because of a

ular season Aug. 24 against May-

broken collarbone. That spot will
be filled by freshman Lauren
Massey early on.
Hays has already seen encouraging signs from his young team.
The Lady Tigers stayed right with
Owensboro Apollo in a scrimmage
last Saturday, losing 1-0;
"We were pretty pleased with
that." he said. "Their coach was

bigger and stronger," he said.
The Lady Tigers open the regfield at Ty Holland Stadium.
Hays said he has been assured
the field at Ty

Holland will be
suitable for playing, even though

it was re-sodden recently.
As far as the district goes. Hays
said Marshall County has- to be
considered

the favorite. Murray
was ousted in the district tournament last season.
"We're not quite up to

shall's level

yet. and

Mar-

then

Simpson also were in the car as
they were on their way to a team
meeting.

really complimentary of us afterward. I think we expected a little worse result."

Calloway's got Brooke Lencki, who's
a great player." he said. "But our
goal is to get out of the district

Doctors were attempting to repair a fractured humerus —
the
bone between the shoulder and the
elbow — and at least one of the ar-

Hays said his defense is somewhat ahead of the offense at this
early stage.

and into the regional, and I feel
like we can compete with most
of the teams in this region."

teries that supplies blood to his
right hand.
Dye's surgeon, Dr. Tim Bonatus
said the 28-year-old's arm was
crushed rather than severely cut,

when doctors attempt to re-estab
lish and maintain blood flow in thc
arm, Bonatus said.

career highs with 84 catches for 14
touchdowns and a league-best
1,424 yards, despite breaking his
jaw late in the year.

.5087 1/2
.454 14

following a car accident. Teammates Lester Holmes and Carl

contingent on Freeman playing in
25 percent of the Packers' offensive plays in any season.

Freeman, who briefly participated in drills Monday morning, set

—

Offensive tackle Ernest Dye was
in fair condition at Flagstaff Medical Center, where he underwent extensive surgery Monday evening

"leaving the viability of the arm in
question."

breaks the ice for all the other receivers."

West Division
W
L Pct. GB

In other training camp news:
Cardinals

The contract includes two voidable years, meaning the All-Pro
wideout can opt out of the deal after five seasons. The contract is

"This is a landmark contract,"
Segal said. "This is something
that's never been done before. It

-—
10
11
15
1/2

"I took a gamble, and it worked
out," Freeman said.

"The girls on the defensive side
are a little more physically mature

TO SUBSCRIBE TO THE LEDGER & TIMES

CALL 753-1916

The next step following surger
occurs during the next 24 hours.

Holmes was driving Dye's car
north on Interstate 17 about 10:15
a.m. when the car veered into the
median and rolled.

1996 Dodge Intrepid
68,000 Miles
Pwr Windows - Pwr
Locks - Tilt - Cruise

Browns
Rookie

Tim

Couch will be
Cleveland's starting quarterback in
Saturday's exhibition game against
the Minnesota Vikings.

1994 Nissan Truck
36,000 Miles

But Ty Delmer is still penciled
in as the team's opening day starter, coach Chris Palmer said.
Detmer has been the starter for
the Browns (I- I) in both exhibition
games so far, while Couch, the top
overall draft pick. has come in during the second and third quarters.
Palmer said he wants to see what
each can do in different situations.

time I'll do better."
Said Puckett: "It was a
little
tougher than usual in the
black
belt division. I gained a lot
from
going and competing for the
first -

time."

4x4 XE Pkg. - Air

1995 Olds
Cutlass Supreme
58,000 Mlles
Pwr - Local One Owner

across bent lie Special Events Ctr. • Murray, NT

1-800455.5315 • 753-5315

Some 4,000 competitors
took
part in the event.

SL11_414INTANT'S
PAR 3 GOLF &SPORTS CENTER

From Page 8

18 Holes
110-200 Yards
Bent Grass Green

Doctors have said it will take 23 months before they'll know if
he can play again.
"We recommend some limitation on activity for six to eight
weeks to allow the incision to heal
properly," Wright said.
Elliott was in stable condition
after Monday's surgery and was
expected to be moved out of inten-

Public Welcome
Par 3 Golf Course
9 Holes $3
18 Holes
W'eekends & Holidays
9 Holes $5
18 Holes

sive care into a regular recovery
room by today.
The Spurs are thinking only of
Elliott's recovery and are not worried about his return to the court,
coach Gregg Popovich said.
"None of us gives a damn about
basketball right now," Popovich
said. "If he never played another
game, as long as he had his health

Golf Carts
9 Holes...$3.50 18 lloles...$7.00
Rental Sets
$1.00
Driving Range
$7.25
Miniature Golf
$2.00
Softball & Baseball
Batting Cages
SOc

and the rest of his life, that would
be fine. We go forward as if he's

rout llts. 6-11. Him W est

not going to be playing for us."
Elliott received the kidney from
his 32-year-old brother, Noel.

Kink - I

Skatiti2

PRIME COMMERCIAL PROPERTY
— Most desirable location, corner of
12th & Main. Includes f,: met bank
building and house, located on .92
acre tract. Perfect for investment,
call for your own private showing.
MLS #3001631

- NitirraN.

PROFESSIONAL OFFICE BUILD
ING — Pride of ownership is what
you will enjoy while owning this professional office building in downtown
Murray. Well maintained & has no
deferred maintenance. 18,800 sq. R.
of office space, 12 restrooms, two
loading docks, drive-through window,
paved parking lot. $975,000. MLS
#3001500

RECENTLY RENOVATED FOR
YOUR CHOICE OF BUSINESS'
This large three level downtown
building features a recently renovated main level and exterior. Great
location for retail, restaurant or
office. Reduced to $117,900. MLS
#3001546

Urologist

Sammy Vick, who
Noel's left kidney, said
Noel might be able to go home

removed

in 3-5 days.
Wright said Noel matched five
of the six antigen markers.
"It should be an extremely good
transplant for Sean," Wright said.
"His brother is a better-than-average match. ... That bodes well, in
particular, for the long-term results
of the transplant."
Doctors left Elliott's two kidney, in place while inserting the
donor organ on his right side,

Arerewr,odti
Students, Parents and Friends of

Laker Football
are invited to

LARGE COMMERCIAL BUILDING
with 10,598 gross square feet. This
Dri-vit finished building has almost
3200 sq. ft of office space. Warehouse
has two large overhead doors.
Located on Murray corner lot. Priced
at $321,000. MLS *3001677

COMMERCIAL
BUILDING
Looking for new owner. Completely
redone inside. Remodeled outside.
Downtown Murray. Could be used for
a number of different businesses.
MLS #3001535

COMMERCIAL OPPORTUNITY in
a thriving business area! 2,000 sq. ft
building sited on a 207 x 210 x 200 x
154 ft. lot. Call Kopperud Realty for
details.

down in the pelvis area near the
bladder, Wright said.
Most kidney transplant recipients don't require removal of the
original organs unless there is a
threat of some kind of infection,

at the

• Duplex just west of town. $60,000
• Duplex 1409 Hillwood $84,900

Laker Field House

• Duplex 293 Cambridge $99,900

Wright said.
"The (new) kidney's functioning well," Wright said. "Sean had

Thursday, Aug. 19th •6:00 p.m.

no problems at all and Noel had
no problems."
"His own kidneys are still functional to some extent in that they
are still producing some urine and

(Meal: $3.00 per person
BBQ, Chips, Drinks & Dessert

water volume, but are not capa-

•Duplex 208 N. 13th $85,000
LAKEVIEW COTTAGES AND MARINA
- 6.6 acres of gently rolling lakefront
property in the Cypress Bay area. Rental
cottages, RV hook-ups, 32 slip boatdock,
baithouse and owner's home make this
fully operating resort a place for your
investment. MLS #3001635

ble of carrying out the normal filtration functions."
Noel

Elliot

recovery

was in

a regular

room
and could
be
released from the hospital within

the

High School & Middle School
\ Football Players & Cheerleaders
Will Be Introduced.

week.

--01.

• Duplex 1413 Michelle $123,500
•Tri-Plex Seventh & Olive $109,500
•Tri-Plex 104 Williams $119,500
• 4-Plex 1602 Dodson Ave. $95,000
•4-Plex 906 Southwood $225,000

EVERYTHING YOU NEED.. to start
up that business you've been dreaming of...office space, baths, air compressor lines, security light, chain
link fence. Cleanup shop, body shop,
tire sales, perfect for many uses. C.all
Brenda today. MLS #3001698

TO PLACE. CORRECT OR CANCEL YOUR AD. CALL:

‘titilF11..1) ‘1) R %TVS
nipu.,, iiI
$6.25 Column Inch,60% Discount 2nd Run,40% Discount 3rd Run.
All J Ads Masi Run Makin 6 Day

Monday
Tuesday
Wednesday
Thursday
Friday
Saturday

Pert.' r

$2.25 per column inch extra for Tuesday (Shopping Guide)
I-ine Ads $602 nuninsum la day be per word per day for each add/l1011ii consecutive day
SZ 00 extra for Shopper (rues . nasal-ads go into S •
Gude $202 extra for blind box ads

1999 MEDICARE
INFORMATION
Medicare supplement
insurance is now
standardized in 10
plans and we write
all 10.
The part A deductible
you, or your insurance,
must pay has been
increased
to $768 in 1999.

McCONNELL
INSURANCE
AGENCY
753-4199
or nationwide

1-800-455-4199
'our 36th year of aersoce"

Busy lab in need
of Phlebotomist
for full time work
Monday
thru
Friday. Applicants
must have experience.

Please send
resume to
P.O. Box 1040-P,
Murray, KY 42071.
ATTENTION
OWN A COMPUTER?
Put it to Work!
$25-$75 hr/ PT/ FT
(877-385-4732)
www.work-from-homenet/energy
COOK'S & Dishwasher
needed.
Anna's
Farmhouse Restaurant.
Aurora, 354-9875.

BETH'S New & Redo
Sewing. Alterations from:
Patches, zippers, buttons,
Construction
hemming, sizing to new looking
for experienced
garments. Phone
telephone
Construction
759-0768. Anytime!
workers, & laborers. In
Marshall,
Henry
Calloway area. Drivers
license required. 270-4748899.
NOTICE
DUE to rapid expansion
August special at Hair Art
Coldwell Banker, Woods &
Buy one get one FREE
New Deepshine shampoo Associates Real Estate
has openings for sales
or conditioner by Rusk,
Dixieland Center 753-6745 associate. Call 753-1651
for appointment.
PEACHES: Tree Ripen
EXPERIENCED
Dental
table ready! Selling in
Assistant Part time or full
Murray on 6.41.Next to
time. Send resume to: Dr.
Pocket Shell, Mon, Wed,
Ridley, 300 South 8th,
Fri. Sat, Sun Throughout
Suite 109E, Murray.
Aug.(Tues & Thurs) also
a possibility
EXPERIENCED
Look for Yellow- Peaches
ROOFERS!
Willing To Work Hard! 489trailer!
Cresthaven- now ripe till
6125
Aug. 20.
FULL Time Teachers needElberta Queen- Aug.
ed for Tiny Hearts School.
14-25
High School Diploma or
Finale-Aug. 15-27
GED required. Must be
(Excellent for eating
18yrs or older. Apply in perand freezing).
son at 1610 Ryan Ave.
Sweet Sue- Approx. Aug
FULL time weekday pizza
20- Sept. 1 (Sweetest
maker/food prep Benefits
peach of entire season),
&
vacation available. Apply
Encore- Ripe for 2 weeks
in person between 10 & 4
before and after Labor
at Pagliai's
Day.
Also Peaches at Paducah
on Park Avenue and at
The Farmer Sale Center,
10 miles NE of Metropolis,
HVVY 145, open early to
late.
DALE BREMER ORCHARD
OF METROPOLIS
1-618-524-5783.

At least
6 months
experience
at

Tom's Grill
Peaches, Nectannes,
Tomatoes & Vegetables
2 miles west of
Mayfield
Also located at
Farmer's Market
Place

270-623-8312

Busy office in
need of part time
CNA, CMA or
LPN for nights
and weekends.
Must be dependable.
Send resume to
P.O. Box 1040-P,
Murray, KY
42071.

LOST Puppy- White with
light brown ears 4 months.
route
driver
blue collar Broad Street LOCAL
Fulltime. health insurance
Area Call
paid No layoffs. Send
753-4711
resume to P.O.. Box528
Murray, Ky 42071.

GRILL Cooks & Servers
Wanted Cherokee Hills
Steakhouse Call Patty
502-436-5566
NEEDED 23 People who
will get paid to loss weight.
100% natural, doctor recommended. Call
888-588-3713
NEEDED: Counter help
and kitchen help Apply in
person Fifteenth & Olive
216 N. 15th St. on campus
or call 753-1551
NOW Hiring Car Hops,
fountains & cooks. For
days & nights. Apply at
Sonic Drive in, 217 South
12th Street Murray. No
phone calls please.
NOW hiring waitresses,
dancers & D.J. at the Foxy
Lady. Pans, TN. Call 901644-0107. No experience
necessary.
NURSES AIDE
PRN work as needed, all
shifts. Prefer experience,
but will train. Not a full time
job. Need flexible, caring,
mature individual who
would enjoy working with
the elderly. In a pleasant
environment. Apply in person only. Fern Terrace
Lodge, 1505 Stadium View
Dr. EOE.
OTR Truck Dnver Needed,
28C/ dispatched
mile,
workman's comp, 2600
mi/wk average Home most
weekends, must have CDL
and HazMat and verifiable
experience. Only clean
records need apply.
901-247-5815.
SIRLOIN Stockade now
hiring daytime grill cook
and cashier. Apply in person Monday-Fnday Bel-Air
Shopping Center
WANTED:
Doctor's
Assistant for Doctor's
Office. Must have basic
office skills, computer
skills,
background
in
Insurance (preferred) and
excellent personality for
dealing
with
people.
Expenence helpful but will
train qualified person. To
apply send resume to P.O
Box 1040-H Murray, KY
42071.

CHILDCARE In My home
Days, nights, possibly
weekends. 767-9762.
CLEANING houses is my
business. Reliable Call
Linda. 759-9553.
IN Home licensed DayCare
now has openings. With
daily activities in play, art &
preschool curriculum. 7670791

2
CENTRAL
Air
Conditioners. 3 ton units.
$350 each. 437-4465.
ANTIQUE Day bed with
cover, wicker i.ocker. Roll
top desk, table with 6
chairs. Buffet & hutch.
Queen hide-a-bed. Wing
back recliner, tables. lamps
& misc. 753-3293. after 6
p.m.

LOOKING For a full time,
7:45-4:45p.m." Nanny for
our 1 1/2 year old late girl.
Send responses to: Nanny
304 N. 10th Street. Murray.
KY. 42071

BROTHER typewnter &
word processor. $325
(Only used 3 times) 1-270251-2601

WILL Clean your home.
Very reliable, reasonable
rates. 753-3802.
WILL Do house cleaning,
ironing in your home. Also
babysitting at night.
WASHER & Dryer for sale
270-474-2131
$50 each Call 753-9761

KELLERS
COMPUTER PLACE.
New Hardware & Software
Upgrades &
Free Estimates.
Internet Service.
South On Route 121.

436-5933.
Store Hours- 9a.m.-7p.m.
Mon-Sal.
Visa/ Mastercard Accepted
MOM COMPUTERS
Onsite Sales And Service
Parts, Upgrades. Installs
Hardware And Software
Phone # 759-3556
Pager 742-1552

CALL US TODAY FOR A RATE QUOTE

McCONNELL
INSURANCE AGENCY
753-4199 or 1-800-455-4199
905 Sycamore, Murray, KY

Large Selection

USED
APPLIANCES
Ward-Elkins
thi
thv Stoll:11-c
753-171:;

BROYHILL Queen sleepe

$350 Oval Oak coffee and
end table $125 Large vinyl
recliner $150
753-3904
QUEEN Size bed w/box
springs. Mattress & large
cherry wood dresser with
mirror. $400. Also, solid
oak kitchen table with extra
leaf & 4 oak chairs. $500
753-1143.

CASH paid for good, used
rifles, shotguns. and pistols. Benson Sporting
Goods, 519 S. 12th,
Murray.
FURNITURE (Antique or
Primitive), Collectables,
and other antiques, 1 piece
ANTIQUE English Pub
or all. Call 753-3633.
table and 4 chairs. $450.
WANT To Buy 1934 753-3904.
Through
1937
MSU
Yearbooks. 270-674-5971.
WANTED: Old toys, before
1970's, 759-3456.
9000 Ford Tnaxle Dump
ruck. Used daily, 14ft bed.
STORE Equipment. 3 door
WANTED: Laborers for freezer. 3 door cooler & 2 75% tires. A.C. Stereo, air
underground utility work. door cooler. Priced to sell. gauge. $15,000. 1-901782-3524.
Starting rate $6.50 per Call 270-474-2335 after 5.
Hour. Inquire at 414 S. 4th
STRAW for sale, $200/
St. Between 7-8a m.
bale Call 489-2436 if no
answer leave message

POSITION Wanted
Part Time Position
Wanted. Former Bank
Vice President & District.
Manager of a major Real
Estate Corporation.
Extensive Property
Management experience.
Respond to P.O. Box
1040-S Murray, KY 42071

RENT- A- Piano. $25. Pe
4-American Craftsman month. New &
used
windows series 1000.
Piano's for sale. Tuning &
Double hung wood buck.
333/4 x 403/4. Never been repair. 1-800-745-6819.
used. $25 00 each. 2-shop USED Yamaha Clarinet.
lights. 4-bulb fluorescent. Wood, played 2 years.
Good condition
$200. obo. 489-2534 after
471/2 x 231/2 $25.00 each. 6p.m.
Twin roll away bed, good
condition. $50.00. 492- VITO Like New Clarinet.
Recently cleaned. $350
8407
Call 753-3053 between
EXCELLENT TOP SOIL
Call 492-6141 or 753-1537 6-8p.m.
FULL Size Mattress & box
springs New $100
759-8034

Security Officers
Murray Guard has immediate openings for
security officers in the Murray area. No experience necessary. Uniform furnished. Group
medical insurance available. Minimum
requirements: no criminal record, must be at
least 18 years of age. have reliable transportation and phone. Apply in person, Mon.-Fri.,
8:30 a.m. - 4:00 p.m. E0E.M/FiDN/

14'X70' MOBILE Home.
3br, 2 baths. Dishwasher,
all new plumbing. Many
improvements.
Large
fenced backyard. All landscaped. It must be seen at
C-5 100 Fox Meadows.
Call 759-9723.
1984
FLEETWOOD
Trailer, needs work On
Approx. 1 acre lot. Asking
$12,500. Call after 4p.m.
759-2559.
1989 GATEWAY 14x80,
3BR., 2 bath, ref., range,
d/w H-3 Coach Estates.
753-8001 or 753-3938
after 5:00.
HOT! HOT! HOT! DEALS!
Summer blow out on all
homes in stock. There has
never been a better time to
buy. Homes have been
reduced $1,0005. Low
interest rates. Easy financing. Now is the time to buy
or trade your existing now.
For more Info. Call Steve
at 901-642-4466.
LARGE
Selection
of
Energy efficient homes.
Remember no one, no
where, has a better housing value. Dinkins Mobile
Homes, Inc. 2427 E. Wood
Street, Paris, TN.
1-800-642-4891.
PREOWNED 3br, 2 bath
16x80, vinyl siding, shingle
roof; set up with air conditioner ready to move in.
Located only seven miles
from Murray at Four Star
Mobile Home Park on 641
South. Just $1300.00
down, $282.00 a month.
WAC. Call Dinkins Mobile
Homes, 1-800-642-4891.
TRAILER & Lot. 11/2 mile
East. $13,000. 753-2738.
USED Homes, 121416'
wides. See Dinkins Mobile
Homes, Inc., 2427 E.
Wood Street, Pans, TN. 1800-642-4891.

12X70 28r, 2 bath on 1/2
acre lot. Just painted, new
carpet $2601 month plus
deposit. Yard mowing
included. No inside pets.
270-623-6314.

1990 14x70 Clayton. 2br, 2 SUITABL
E for 1 or 2 peobath. Located in Coach ple
$225/mo 753-6012
Estates. Call 753-8173
after 5p.m

JERRY'S Country Living EXTRA nice 2BR 2 bath
Lots for rent with water & duplex w/ garage 1706
sewer. Double & single Oakhill 753-7457
wides. 270-527-8808
FOR Rent or For Sale.
LARGE Lot with city water, TWO, 2br, 1 bath apartsewer and natural gas ments. 1 ground floor & 1
$1001 month. 753-8251.
upstairs. Property zoned B2. This zoning allows for a
variety of commercial, professional or continued residential usage. Located at
113 South 13th Street,
Murray. Call Tom Hopkins,
753-6001.
LARGE Brick Duplex, near
University. Central gas
heat & air. Available 9-199. Lease plus deposit. No
pets. $425.1 month. 7592,400 sq. ft. Newly
1087 after 4p,m.
LUXURIOUS 2BR units.
renovated between
Available now. $550-$695.
Food Giant and
Also 1BR w/ loft office.
Under cover
parking.
Murray
Sewing
Coleman RE 753-9898
Center.
NICE 1-2 & 3br apts or 34br house w/washer &
dryer, furnished, near
MSU. Inquire at 1210 Main
GARAGE With Office. 2
St. 753-1252 before 5pm,
stall- 4 car capacity $400
753-0606 after 5pm.
per month. 759-4104,
NOW available- 1br apart759-9910.
OFFICE or retail space in ment, furnished and paid
the Southside Shopping utilities. Lease and deposit
required. Near downtown.
Center. 753-4509.
No pets. 436-2755.

FOR LEASE
Retail space in
Bel-Air Center

Office Space
Various size units
Walnut Plaza
104 N. 5th
753-8302 or
753-9621

1 OR 2br apts. near downtown Murray starting at
$200/mo. 753-4109.
1BR Apartment, $200/mo
plus deposit. No pets. Call
after 3p.m. 753-3139.
1BR apt available, all appliances furnished Mur-Cal
Realty. 753-4444
1BR like new, dishwasher,
w/d,
available
now
Coleman RE 759-4118

1BR
University
Hgts.
stove/refrig. W/D dishwasher. Lease/deposit No
pets. $325
•
2Br apt. in country. Stove/
ref rig .
W/D
hookup
Lease/deposit. No pets.
$250.
2Br. downtown. Stove/
refrig.
Furnished.
Lease/deposit No pets.
$265.
8-5 M-F 753-4937
1BR, low utilities. No pets
$235. a month. 753-3949
or 841-0166.
207 S. 11th, 2br Duplex.
1yr lease, no pets $310/
month. 753-3415.

28R duplex, central h/a.
appliances
furnished
Available now. Coleman
RE 759-4118

2BR, 1 bath w/carport,
central h/a, appliances furnished, $475/mo, 1yr
lease, 1 mo deposit, 7532905 or 753-7536.
2BR, central gas h/a, appliances furnished $300/mo
Coleman RE,
753-9898
2BR, upstairs No pets.
$285, month & deposit
489-2296.

2BR. duplex. Cambridge
Subdivision $425 7536156

Murray-Calloway County Hospital, a leader
in providing quality healthcare in Western
Kentucky and Northwest Tennessee,
announces the following job openings.

For details contact
Human Resources
(270) 762-1106
Eq ual Opportunity
Em waver

803 Poplar Street • Murray, Kentucky 42071

SOUTHSIDE Manor Apts.
now accepting applications
for 2Br. apartments. Apply
at 906 Broad St. Ext. EHO
VERY nice 2br, 11/2 bath
Townhouse, appliances
furnished with w/d, central
gas h/a, $500, 1month
deposit, 1yr lease. No pets.
753-2905.
VERY roomy 2br, 2 bath
duplex w/garage, appliances furnished, central
gas h/a, 1yr lease, 1 mo.
deposit. No pets. 7532905.

RED OAKS APTS.
Special
$100 Deposit
1BR From $280
2BR From $325
Call Today!
753-8668.
SECOND Floor Apartment.
Very large bedroom & living room. Heat & water furnished. Alot of closet
space. Cable T.V. furnished. Walking distance
to hospital and downtown
industry. $325 a month.
First & deposit.
753-9211 or 759-6000.

CERTIFIED OR NON-CERTIFIED
NURSING ASSISTANTS Full & Part Time
Benefits Include:
Health & Dental Insurance, Life Insurance,
Vacation/Holiday/Sick Pay, Retirement Plan,
$150.00 Attendance Bonus, Child Care.
CONTACT: Kristy Weaver, RN
@762-1591 or pick up application at
West View Nursing Home
502-767-3660
1401 SOUTH 16th STREET • MURRAY • KENTUCKY 42071

3BR 2 bath Very nice
Excellent location
753-5344
Work 559-9970
414N 8th Street Small
2br
upstairs
apt
Appliances & w/d $250
plus deposit 489-2741
DUPLEX, 2br, 2 bath Fully
equipped kitchen including
microwave Washer and
dryer, carpet and tile Yard
maintenance
included.
Security deposit and lease.
No pets
753-9240

3BR, St
W/D
month. 1
month
pets. 7
8174.
II
Den, L
kitchen.
garage
privacy f
Canterb
Beckett,
Rent n
4845. Le
LARGE
10 minut
carpet
month.
pets! 48
REDEC
bath in
w/d Lea
8-5 M-F

liii
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119

Call 753-4751

2BR. duplex apt. on
Northwood Dr. C/H/A, car-

SOCIAL WORK ASSISTANT:
Provides social work services to West
View residents of all ages. High school
diploma or equivalent. Social Work
training in services and competencies
on adult and child protection and
domestic violence. AIDS/HIVS will be
required on a specified basis.

NOW taking applications
for 1, 2 & 3br apartments.
Apply
at
Mur-Cal
Apartments,
902
Northwood
Equal
Dr
Housing Opportunity. 7594984. TDD* 1-800-2472510.

BEDROOM in pleasant
home. Share large living
room, kitchen, & bath, w/d,
cable tv. Walk to Hospital
or down town industry.
$170 utilities included. 7539211 or 759-6000.
LIVING Room & bedroom
combination. Close to
Campus. Rent $140 for
appt. Call 759-4805.
SLEEPING
room.
$150/m0 Coleman RE,
753-9898

4 BAY G
759-918
BUILDI
512S. 4t
753-372
10x15 st
& Syca
Cunning

Behind
Drive. 7'

1499 OXFORD Drive in
Canterbury Subdivision.
3br, 2 bath. 21/2 car
garage. $750. 759-4081.
2, 3 & 4BR houses, lease &
deposit required.
753-4109.

FOR LEASE
New 2000 sq. ft. brick building
or (2) 1000 sq. ft. buildings.
Central heat & air, gas, large

Pre
avail
NORTH
presentl
able. 7
7536.

641
All SI

75

for houses, barns & sheds. Metal
cut to the inch the same day. Trim
& accessories in stock. Also post
frame building material.
Call Metal Mall,
Mayfield

1-800-909-9064

Recipe For A Beautiful Home....

L & T Gang

NURSING HOME INSURANCE
IS NOT JUST FOR
NURSING HOMES ANYMORE!
Our new nursing home policies have
an alternate plan of care that may pay
for care in your own home if you would
otherwise have to go to the nursing
home.
Everyone would rather stay at home
if possible and now we may be able to
provide the money under the alternate
plan of care!

WINDOW Air Conditioner:
18,000 BTU's. Excellent
condition $250. 759-1043
or 759-3099.

1993 16x80. 3br, 2 bath
with large covered front &
back porch. Attached
33'8" x 23'9" carport.
16'4" x 12' storage build
irig. On beautiful 2 acres.
Lots of extras! Kirksey
area. Call 489-2945.
ATTN. Home Buyers
Come & take a look at what
$351.69 a month (w.a.c)
can buy. A 28x58 3br, 2
bath double wide. Island
kitchen, separate dining
area, large master bedroom. Glamour bath, vinyl
T.V.A. energy nte
home. For more into. Call
Steve at 901-642-4466.

Frt. 11 a.m.
Fri. 3 p.m.
Mon. 3 p.m.
Twig. 3 p.m.
Wed. 3 p.m.
Thurs. 3 p.m.
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stove fu
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room. 2
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Fine Furnishings at "Everyday" Discount Prices.
-Norwalk -Stanley -Hooker
-Kimball -Universal •Broyhill
-Pulaski •Restonic -Basset -Kesler
"
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Calloway Garden/Essex Downs
Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

502-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833-EXT 283
One and Two Bedroom Apartments
-Central Heat and Air
Accepting Applications
Office Hours 8 a.m.-12 p.m.
1 p.m. to 5 p.m.

For the best possible prices with
FREE delivery and setup go to...

Wiggins Furniture
2 miles N of Murray on 641 - 4 lane
(across from Memorial Gardens)
Open Mon -Sat.. 9 a.m.-5 p.m.
With 12. 24 or 36 month financing
Free Delivery • 753-4566
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MURRAY LEDGER & TIMES
380

530
Services Offend

%PON
2BR House Deposit $250
Rent $350 Refrigerator &
stove furnished 753-0076
3BR, 21/2 bath C/H/A,
stove, dishwasher, laundry
room 2 car garage, country setting 3 miles from
town $750/ month plus
deposit 436-2165
3BR, Stove & Refrigerator.
W/D hook up. C/1-I/A. $700/
month. 12 month Lease. 1
month deposit. In town. No
pets. 753-2259 or 5278174.

ions
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BEAUTIFUL 4br, 31/2 bath
Den, LA, DR, large
kitchen 3600 sq. ft. 2 car
garage 20x 40 pool with
privacy fence. Located in
Canterbury
at
1519
Beckett, shown by appt.
Rent negotiable Call 7594845. Leave message
LARGE 2br Farm House.
10 minutes from town. New
carpet & paint. $400/
month. $400./ deposit. No
pets! 489-2534. after 6p.m
REDECORATED 3Br. 1
bath in city. Stove/refrig
w/d Lease /deposit $485.
8-5 M-F 753-4937

EASTSIDE
STORAGE
119 Main • 753-6266

sant
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4 BAY Garage For Rent
759-9181
BUILDING For rent. 60x60.
512S. 4th.
753-3724.
C-STORAGE
10x15 storage units, 4th St
& Sycamore E. Next to
Cunningham Auto Repair.
753-3571.
CREEKVIEW
$20-$40.
Per
month.
Behind
Tom's
Grille/
Shoney's. On
Center
Drive. 759-4081.

Neon Beach
Mini-Storage
All Size Units
Available

753-3853
MURRAY LOCK
& STORE
Presently has units
available. 753-2905
NORTHWOOD
storage
presently has units available. 753-2905 or 7537536.

641 Storage
All Sizes Available

370
Prop.
FOr Sale
BUY or lease. City bes
location. Plenty of parking.
Solid building. 2 story.
2500 sq. ft per floor.
Outside-inside entrance to
upstairs, suitable for living
qtrs., office. Store on court
square. Pans, Tn. Owner
financing possible. Call
753-1300 or 1-888-3676757

ACREAGE
FOR SALE

YARD
SALE
Wed. &
Thurs.
507 3rd
Street
Hazel

KOPPERUD Realty has
buyers waiting to purchase
homes- all price ranges. If
you are thinking of selling
contact one of our courteprofessional
ous and
agents at 753-1222 or stop
by our office at 711 Main.

2 LOTS With Cabin.
Corner 280 HWY &
Autumn Drive. Huge deck,
well, septic tank. Needs
work. $15,000. obo. 7532309.

AKC Registered Golden
Retriever Puppies

Dark & light golden. Will be ready August
21st. $200. Serious inquiries only!
Call 270-474-8340. Please leave message.
vorxxl-..41raz
,

411111

Beer K
BOARDING STABLES
'Indoor Arena
'Round Pen
•Wash Rack

'Outdoor Arena
*Walker
'Private Tack Rooms

Call Kenny at

759-B 126
4.0.1clartlii001.•••
''
•

Away

1-215 acres Coldwater
area Owner financing
30 MILE Yard Sale 2nd 489-2116 or 753-1300
annual Benton County bar11 TRACTS OF LAND
gain HWY September 3-6 7-12 Acres per tract
Enjoy bargain hunting and Properly located off of Hwy
our beautiful Kentucky 94E onto Hwy 1551. Old
Lake area Exit 126 oft Shiloh Rd, Redbud Lane &
Interstate 40 Call toll free
proposed new Hwy 80. For
1-877-584-8395 for more more information please
information
view property, review posted data, then please call
MOVING Out Of State
502-441-2253.
Sale Everything Must Go'
2676 Cypress Trail New
50 ACRES Prime tenable
Concord 436-5770
farmland plus 8 acres
woods & pond. New
THIS is the big one! Good
-bye to Murray. Call 759- Providence area $79,000.
492-8446.
4845
(answering machine). 94 ACRES Located on
1519 Beckett Dr. by ap- VViswell Rd. 753-3724.
pointment. Tues., Wed.,
Thurs., Fri. Open garage
sale all day Sat. & Sunday.
Many nice clothes, your favorite brands: Hilgfiger,
Polo, Lands-Inn, Claiborn,
Chaus, Nike, Doc Marten,
Nautica, Gap, etc. Like
new men's golf pants,
274I-3b2-')b7
shirts Logos from everywhere. 42x30/XL. We
have men's shoes sz. 10460
12 shorts, tees men's
Koons For Sets
Med. to XXL. Women's sz.
3-24. Small to XXL. Formal wear, leather purses,
1499 OXFORD Drive in
accessories, 14 kt. gold
Canterbury
Subdivision.
jewelry and silver, costume jewelry, set of dia- 3br, 2 bath. Large eat in
mond earrings, watches, kitchen with island, living
furniture, king-sz. water- room with French door flex
bed, new set of twin beds, room. 21/2 car garage.
many dorm items, Greek 2450+- under roof. Built in
items, coats, jackets, 1990.
Trees and backyard
leather too. Computer ofprivacy fence. $109,000.
fice items, crates, electronic items, games, tapes, CD 759-4081
stereo, snow blower, yard 2BR, 1 bath house in
tools, boom box, card ta- Hazel. City water/ sewer,
ble, ceiling fans, patio gas. Call 492-8807. After
items, step exceriser, fire4p.m. or leave message
place screen/grate storm
door vacuum Honeywell during daytime.
air machine hospital quality vaporizers, Christmas 3 or 4br, 2 bath brick home.
items, artificial trees, bas- Approx. 1700 sq. ft. At
ket, linen, underwear, 1601 Sunset Drive on dead
socks, sport items, make- end street. New roof,
up, wicker, many BTS C/H/A, hardwood floors.
items. Great book bag. $81,000. Call 753-3191.
Great price.
4BR Home nearing completion. Formal dining
room, large master suite,
extra large kitchen with
breakfast area and nice
informal seating area looking out over tree covered
back yard. Call 753-3903
for additional information.
BRING the kids to this 1
1/2 story 4BR "HOME" with
Waverly eat-in kitchen,
playroom, walk-in pantry.
Newly decorated top to
bottom. Lots of storage.
Fridg., stove, dishwasher.
Brand new Carrier unit .2
sheds. Approx. 2 acres.
Kirksey area. $75,500.Call
Assl Estes
489-2356

FOR Rent or For Sale.
TWO, 2br, 1 bath apart- 4BR 2- level Waterfront
ments. 1 ground floor & 1 Lake House New roof,
upstairs. Property zoned B- excellent
condition.
2. This zoning allows for a Furnished, lots of extras.
variety of commercial, pro- Excellent location, 10 miles
fessional or continued resi- from Murray. 753-3724.
dential usage. Located at
440
113 South 13th Street,
Lots For S.
Murray. Call Tom Hopkins,
753-6001
BEAUTIFUL Wooded hill
side. 2 up to 17 acre
Pets & Supplies
tracks. Restricted. 5 minutes West of town. 1 track
DOG obedience classes o
with stocked pond, well &
pnvate. Serving Murray 17 septic. Call for your private
years 436-2858
showing today. 753-2905.

4.11111s.

MURRAY Estates, Lynn
Grove Road 94W Great
Location for now & the
future Call 270-435-4487
or 1-888-673-0040

tad**

DUPLEX in Northwood.
$87,000. 759-4406.

753-5585

ii

SHIH-TZU puppies. Shots
& wormed. call 270-3452627
SPRING -Hair Sheep
Lamb
$60 00
Great
Pyrenees Puppies $200
each 270-527-3767

tifk•S

BY owner-- Paris, Tn.
2,0J0 sq ft., 3Br. Ranch
Room for in law suite or
home base business.
Newly decorated, C/A, gas
heat. Low 60's. Call 901642-7105
COUNTRY Comfort- 3br,
3-bath. Brick one owner,
large kitchen. Rec.-room,
real marble and tile. Must
See!
Reduced
to
$173,900.
Over 4400SF Under Roof
4br, 3-bath immaculate one
owner. 2 story foyer, sunroom, deck. Huge walk in
closets. $234,500. Call
Laura Thornton of Coldwell
Banker Wood & Associates
753-1651.

1974 HARLEY Davidson
Superglide with Fat Boy
front end New S&S Garb.
spoke wheels Nice paint
job. Lots of chrome
$11,000. 1-901-782-3524.
HONDA BIG Red 3 wheeler for Sale Fresh engine
30hrs on rebuild Call
492-8558, leave message

4- 16" CHEVY Z71
Wheels $325. Diamond
plate Aluminum tool box.
$150 Trailer hitch for
Chevy truck. $50 4365080 after 6p.m.

AAA CUSTOM BUILT,
Custom Decks, fencing,
garages, pole barns, carports Hardwood floors
installed & finished. All
repairs. Quality workmanship. Licensed 753-7860,
753-9308.

New & Used
Large Inventory

Ward Elkins
753-1713
ALL CARPENTRY
ALL ELECTRICAL
New Construction
Remodeling additions
Floor & floor joist. Vinyl
siding,
residential contractor
L&J Home Builders
753-9372, 753-0353
Owner: Larry Nimmo.
VINYL
Replacement
Windows. Siding, roofing,
additions. Fully
room
insured labor & material.
Guaranteed! 247-1208,
759-9414.

AFFORDABLE all around
hauling, tree work, gutter
cleaning, cleaning out
sheds, & junk clean-up
436-2867

UMIty%Wm

TUCKER LAWN CARE
SERVICES
1988 CHEVY Suburban Mowing,
trimming, leaf &
Good condition $2995 clipping removal.
dethatch753-4445
ing, aeration, overseeding
1991 FORD Explorer. 4dr, &
fertilization,
bed
4X4 New brakes, cold air. mulching. Free Estimates.
$5995 753-4445
759-9609
1996
JEEP
Grand
Cherokee $17,000. 7594406.

A-1 Al A Tree Service,
Stump removal, tree spraying, leaf raking, hedge tnmming, landscaping, mulch
hauling & mulch spreading,
gutter cleaning Licensed &
insured Full line of equipment Free estimates Tim
Lamb,
436-5744,
1-800-548-5262.
A-1 Tree Professionals.
Stump removal, tree spraying.
Serving
Murray,
Calloway Co. since 1980.
Free estimates. 437-3044
or 492-8737.
ELECTRICAL
New construction, remodeling, or just replacing a
switch. Licensed &
Insured. Off. 753-0834
Hm. 759-9835.
FUTRELL'S Tree Service
Thmming, removal, stump
grinding, firewood. Insured.
489-2839.

CONTRACTING
Roofing. vinyl siding, additions, decks, kitchen
remodeling, restoration
won( Guaranteed Quality
Work, 25 Years experience Call Walters
Contracting, 753-2592.
CUSTOM bulldozing &
backhoe work, septic systems. 354-8161 after 4pm,
Horace Sholar
CUSTOM
CLOSETS.
Epoxy covered wire shelving Free estimates
lntenor Solutions
Edward Peery
270-753-4499
PLUMBING
Repairs, fast service
436-5255

APPLIANCE REPAIR
All brands, Kenmore 30+
years experience BOBBY
HOPPER, 436-5848
PLUMBING REPAIR SERASPHALT
VICE All work guaranteed HANDYMAN,
SEAL-COATING
carpentry,
Free estimates
Residential, Commercial
plumbing,
yard
work.
753-1134
Free Estimates Call
proches & decks. Any job
Tony Travis
Call Danny Paschall,
270-753-2279
492-8500.
BACKHOE SERVICE
HOUSE Divine
Residential and commer- ROY HILL. Septic system,
cial housekeeping service. drive-ways, hauling, founCompetitive prices. Special dations, etc 436-2113
otters
for new clients and
SMALL Engine Repair
YOU COULD BE DRIVING THE CAR OF
bonus discounts for all
Craftsman toolbox
YOUR DREAMS WITHIN MINUTES OF
clients. Call 270-767-9457,
for sale. 753-0260
9AM-5PM
CALLING THE AUTO LOAN PHONE!

AUTO CREDIT EASY

Used Con

NO CREDIT? BAD CREDIT? BANKRUPTCIES?

1986 CADILLAC, new
tires. 97,xxx miles. $2,500.
Call after 6p m. 492-8790.
1986 PONTIAC Grand
Prix. V-6, road mileage.
Good tires. $1000
753-8096.
1989 MERCURY Cougar...
Mechanically sound with
front end damage. $450
obo. Call 759-3559 ask for
Matt.
1991 HYUNDAI $3000
Call 759-9215
1992 FORD Escort. 4dr,
auto. Great AC. Good condition. 753-2486.
1992 SILVER
Honda
Prelude. Extra nice. 73,xxx
miles. $9500. Call
492-6200.
1993
PONTIAC
Bonneville. $7,700 7594406.
1995 BUICK Regal. Dark
red, 2dr. PL, PW, ABS.
86,xxx miles. $6000
753-3606 or 762-2386.
1996 RED Chevy Cavalier.
2dr, AC, AM/FM cassette.
5spd. 36,xxx. $6,750. Call
753-3904.
1997 Buick Park Avenue
34,xxx, Med Blue, leather
seats $17,900 753-5949
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FREE
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www.bestcarloans.getayes.com
7 Minute Approval
877-937-2965

Howard's
Construction
Home Improvement
Garages, Room Editions. Roofing
Siding, Wood Decks & More
Ited
‘ns'

DAVID

CUSTOM tractor work
Garden tilling, bush hogging, small jobs Grade
driveways Free estimates
Gerald Carroll
492-6159

•• •

DAVID'S
Cleaning
Services Cleaning" vinyl
siding, homes, mobile
homes, boats, brick driveways, parking lots, all exterior cleaning, acid cleaning
available David Borders
Insured.Completely
Mobile Phone 502-7594734 Cellular 502-8531108
COLSON HOME REPAIR
Additions, garages. decks,
remodeling, vinyl siding
20Yrs experience
753-5592
CONCRETE finishing
Sidewalks, patios, driveways Free Estimates
435-4619
CARPORTS for cars and
trucks Special sizes for
motor home, boats, RVs
and etc Excellent protection, high quality, excellent
value. Roy Hill 436-2113.
TRIPPS Docks Custom
built, steel or wood boat
docksi walkways, decks,
steel handrailing Repair
work available Phone
436-2778

M.S. Construction

LARRY Electric
Licensed Master
Electrician 30 years expeSpecializing in
rience Residential and
commercial 502-436-5944
Roofing,
Murray
Re-Roofing
ALL Carpentry Service
From Foundation to
& RoofRepairs
Finish.
18Yrs experience
New Construction •
Remodeling. Repairs.
Custom Cabinets*
Concrete Work. AGC
Certified
435-4272.
ANTENNAS
Including
RV's, TV Towers, rotors
Wheeler McClain Ford can arrange financing
amplifiers, and accesif you have been turned
sories
Dish Network & Direct TV
down before. Loans avail- alligim
Satellite Systems, Sales
able for 1st time buyers,
Service and Installation
had credit, repo's or bankruptcy.
Beasley's Antenna
& Satellite,
Call Kenn.' at
500 N. 4th St, Murray, KY
(270) 247-9300 or (800)874-0256
502-759-0901.
ANTIQUE refinishing, furUS. Highway
247-9300
Mayfield
niture repair & custom
45 South
1-800-574-0256
Kentucky
woodworking 753-8056
QUALITY Decks, porches,
-1
privacy fences. Remodel,
renovate and restore all
types of work. No job too
PS
small. Free estimates. 753CUSTOM KITCHEN CABINETS
3403. 753-4120
CUSTOM WOODWORKING
SUREWAY Tree & Stump
Removal. Insured with full •
All Types of
line of equipment. Free
Custo
Woodworkings
m
estimates. Day or night,
753-5484.

Professional Work
Free Estimates

489-6125

CALL TOLL FREE

PHONE 877-We-say-OK

HOWARD

(270) 251-3128

1992 ECONOLINE Van.
$1000. Restorable. 6745971 after 6p.m. weekday.
Anytime. weekends

Tree Service

Auto Loans

Wheeler-McClain Inc.

S

270-436-2269
1-800-821-6907

kitchen & Bath

TRIPP'S Backhoe Service.
Drop by and see our showroom
4x4 backhoe. Forest clean
. 409 SUNBURY - MURRAY (Behind Bunny Bread)
up, stump removal. Ditch
753-5940
•
digging, etc. $35/hour, 3 • gi\II•Itilisi&-----4Y.
.
-416.---AalT•
hour min. 436-2778.

Free EstiinateN
"Ii•ce
Eriiiihment

• been:W.4 &Iiisiired •

Trimming • Full Line
•

/-1CPPrCPS

•

BY JACQUELINE

s49.95 ElectroWood
nics, Inc.

1992 Black Chev. Ext. Cab
Pick-up. $8200.00 4354417

18" Satellite
Systems

76 Ford dump truck. 14FT.
bed. Runs excellent. New
tires. $1800.00 759-9381
1983 Ford pickup 7530355

Dish Netwoil.
OR
DirecTV

91 GMC 1500 LWB.
EXCEPTIONAL 3br,
76,000 miles Red/white
2 bath, brick. Double lot,
Excellent
condition
town's edge. Consider
$10,300. 509 S. 11th. 759lease With option to buy/
1987
limited owner financing.
753-4109/ 759-8093.
Campus
FOR sale by owner: 1665
Calloway Ave. Less than 2 1978 21
ft Travel Mate
blocks off MSU campus. camper Extra
nice
Brick veneer covered car- 753-5484
port. Owner built. Approx.
1996 WINNEBAGO Brave
2000sq.ft. 28r. 1 1/2 bath,
model
5500 actual miles
lg. paneled den. Newly
repainted inside & out Call Stored under roof For
more information Call
753-6098.
931-232-7504
HOME For Sale, 4BR, 21/2
bath,
tri-level,
brick,
&140tOrs
2600sq ft. Great location in
town. $116,000. 1615
Cardinal. Call 753-2052 or 1993 HARRIS Float Boat
Excellent condition
759-8354.
753-3724
NEAR MSU. Nice 3br, 1
1/2 bath Brick, New C/H/A 1994 ALUMA Craft all
welded 18ft Jon Boat Set
& roof Hardwood floors
up for bow fishing with
$65.000. 753-3584
deck light & air fan Newly
NICE Comfortable home in
rebuilt 60hp Mercury Motor
Canterbury. 3/2/2 large
& moon shine trailer Call
deck Outside storage
after 4p m 759-2559
Owner moved, priced to
LOW
16ft. Big Jon. 28HP
sell $89,000 753-1150
Mariner. Johnson foot conUNBELIEVABLE
value, trol
trolling motor. 2 elec2500sq ft. home, 4Br. 2 full
tronic grasps. Lots of dry
baths, very large living
storage Great duckhunting
room with family room
boat. 759-2588 or leave
upstairs that has a balcony
message
overlooking stocked pond
8.3 acres with creek
Partially fenced, small
Services Offered
shed, provides you with
country living at its best
MOVING Will move entire
Priced to sell, low 80's
household, clean
out
Grey's properties 759- garages,
rental properties
2001 ask for Velda or or
anything you need
nights & weekends, 489moved Superior Movers
2226. ownerirealtor
901-642-9279.
•

FREE!
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Vans

1974 CHEVROLET Ton
Truck 350 engine $600.
obo 759-1683
1982 SCOTTSDALE, 6cyl,
air. 120,xxx miles.
1982 Custom Deluxe. V-8,
rebuilt with 20.xxx miles.
Call 527-8392
1988 3/4 ton Silverado.
PW, PL, PS, PD,
cruise, brand new tires.
Mint condition $5500
435-4602

ABC
2

•-•

.,.

Oland

Appliance parts to fit
most major brands.

ADAM'S HOME
IMPROVEMENTS
Decks, painting, remodeling, repairs, sidewalks,
etc No lob too small
492-6267
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NM Install 10,

753-0530
FREE to PRusiEsTAR
Customers!!
•
I

N

OiRECTV

www.woodsatellite.com

Carpet Installation Inc.
Residential or Commercial
Carpet, vinyl, tile, laminated
floors & hardwood floors installed.
"Satisfaction Guaranteed"

(270)
759-1591

-400P•AO%

270-436-5744
1-800-548-5262
LICENSED & INSURED
Free Estimating
24 Hr. Service
Hedge Trimming
Tree Spraying
Tree & Stump
Removal

Tree Trimming
Cleanup Service
Full Line of
Equipment
"Quality Service"

BIGAR

HAPPY BIRTHDAY for Wednesday.
Aug. 18, 1999:
Your creativity opens many new doors;
walk through them, even if you feel fearful at times. Realize that you can break
patterns and change the way you live
your life. A residential move is possible.
or you might opt to remodel. If you are
single, romance knocks on your door. but
you could find an attraction rather compulsive. You might even start a fight to
create some distance. Be more selfaware. If attached. you will find that
there is much heat between the two of
you. Learn to communicate your caring
and to avoid power plays. SCORPIO can
push your buttons.
ARIES (March 21-April 19)
**** Close relating brings forth
heated issues; some may be concealed in
words of anger. A door opens that permits better relating and communication.
Cleanng the air allows new beginnings.
How you view a situation could change
substantially. Tonight- Go for togetherness.
TAURUS (April 20-May 20)
***** Your social skills shine. You
deal well with partners. Solve problems
and reach a new understanding. Let others express their opinions. Don't worry
about tension - it will pass. Domestic
matters come forward_
GEMINI(May 21-June 20)
*** Pace yourself. Know your limits,
even though you're a bundle of energy
and will speak your mind at the drop of a
hat. Partners seek resolution, vansformalion and change. Keep communication
flowing. As a result, you'll see life differently. Tonight: Working late.
CANCER (June 21-July 22)
***** Ingenuity marks your work.
Finances benefit from your innQyations,
Expenses could be incurred as a result of
a new.proiect. Take time before launching it, attend to personal matters first.
Make an appointment for a checkup.

Owned 6 Operated
Tim Lamb

By

LEO (July 23-Aug 221
**** Clear out misunderstandings in
a family discussion New insights
remove bamers with a loved one You
can create a relationship that's even better. Listen more Follow through on a
decision Humor helps dissolve tension

CPFfrES

VIRGO (Aug. 23-Sept. 221
**** Listen, even though you don't
have to agree You see others in a different light because of what they say, but
you may not want to respond in kind
Consider a domestic change: the timing
is better than you realize. Brainstorm
with a family member. Tonight: Where
the gang is.
LIBRA (Sept. 23-Oct. 22)
*** New information could encourage you to make a financial change.
Refuse to spend beyond your limits. A
fnend has many great ideas - still, do
what you want, Establish limits. Stop
being overly nice to everyone but yourself. Tonight. Handle funds carefully.
SCORPIO (Oct, 23-Nov. 21)
***** You are in the limelight. A
new financial perspective helps you
make a decision to reorganize your
budget. Check in with an expert or someone with great money ideas. You'll get
what you want: It's hard for anyone to
refuse you right now ! Tonight: Your call.
SAGITTARIUS (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
*** Rather than tell all, pick and
choose your words. You have a greater
impact than you realize. Move in new
directions. Others respect your ideas;
refrain from pointing out their limitations. Tensions mount over communication and possibly misinformation
Tonight: Head home.
CAPRICORN (Dec. 22-Jan 191
**** You are a goal-oriented sign.
and you know how to get what you want,
However, you often don't give enough
credit to what your thought processes can
accomplish. Open up to new possibilities
through the power of your mind.
Tonight: Where your friends are,
AQUARIUS (Jan 20-Feb. 18)
**** Accept responsibility, even if it
isn't yours. Changing your role in your
community and at work proves to be
unusually beneficial. Take action and go
for what you want_ Demonstrate the
courage of your convictions, Another
easily follows your lead. Tonight'
Working late.
PISCES (Feb. I9-March 20)
**** Reach out for another. Stretch
your mind and take an overview. Others
respond to your inquiries. Information
helps you at work. New ideas flow.
Enlisting another in a project allows you
to accomplish even more. Be willing to
take a stand Tonight Rent a movie
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DEAR ABBY
By Peter H. Gott, M.D.
DEAR DR. GOTT: I believe that 1
must find a doctor whom I can
unquestionably trust and with whom I
can speak frankly and honestly. How
do I find such a physician? I am about
to move to another community. Also,
how can a patient "discreetly" dispute
a doctor's diagnosis, prognosis or recorrunendations?
DEAR READER: I don't know of
any consistently reliable way of finding a good doctor in a new community,
except by experience.
I usually recommend that patients
check with the hospital in their new
locale. And ask around. New friends
are often delighted to suggest a physician.
Once you have a name or two, call
the doctor for a get-acquainted visit.
Size him or her up. Is he honest?
Does she talk to you? Is the office
attractive and well-organized? Is the
staff courteous? What are his billing
procedures? Is she in your HMO?
How does he feel about heroic life
support, house calls and second opinions? Is she the kind of person in
whom you can comfortably trust your
health — and, by extension, your life?
Do not use a doctor who is not a
member of her county or state medical society. Avoid physicians who are
"too busy- to answer your questions
or who are too arrogant to explain
issues in understandable language.
You should not have to be "discreet" in questioning a doctor's diagnosis or treatment. If he won't permit
you to be "up front" with him, find
another practitioner. Remember, its
not your job to please the doctor; it is
his responsibility to serve you. You
are, after all, paying him for the privilege of helping you.

To give you related information, 1
am sending you a copy of my Health
Report "Choosing a Physician." Other
readers who would like a copy should
send $2 plus a long, self-addressed,
stamped envelope to P.O. Box 2017,
Murray Hill Station, New York, NY
10156. Be sure to mention the title.
DEAR DR. GOTT: Does stress during pregnancy affect the unborn
child?
DEAR READER: Certain chemical
stresses during pregnancy can profoundly affect the fetus. These include
alcohol, cigarette smoking, many
medicines, narcotics, hydrocarbons
and poor nutrition.
If, by your question, you mean psychological stresses, the picture is by
no means clear. Life-threatening
stresses, such as bereavement or war,
appear to produce significant consequences in some pregnancies. By and
large, however, fetuses are surprisingly hardy, and mothers seem to be
more affected than their babies. I
advise any expectant mother to avoid
stress to the extent she can. Getting
help in such situations is preferable to
putting up with it passively, and may
reduce many of the results of stress
for both the woman and her baby. The
issue of specific stressors and their
effects should, for obvious reasons, be
addressed with the woman's obstetrician.
1999 NEWSPAPER ENTERPRISE ASSN

Wenner STE 4\
(Passenger Cars & Light Trucks)

•6 Year Limited Warranty
• 24 Month Free Replacement
• 24 Hour Roadside Assistance
• Smooth, Quiet Ride

'
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Warehouse Tire
\,
400 Industrial Rd.•753-1111

DEAR READERS: Yesterday
I printed responses from male
readers to the letter from "20.
Something in LA." listing her
contemporary rules for dating.
Today we'll sample some of
the feedback I received from
women. Read on:
DEAR ABBY: I take exception to
the dating guidelines offered by "20Something in L.A." I see no reason
why a gainfully employed adult
should expect her date to pick up
the tab for everything. Moreover, a
young woman who lets her date pay
for everything may well have a hard
time refusing to "repay" her date
with sex. Take it from a woman
with a few more years of dating
experience. Play fair and play safe.
CARRYING MY OWN WEIGHT
IN PORTLAND

DEAR ABBY I think the dating
guidelines from "20-Something" are
tacky and old-fashioned. I have
never depended on a man for
money, and it's worked out fine for
me. When I date, we always split
the costs. If I'm broke, I'll ask my
date for a loan, and I always pay
him back. If he offers to pay, I
gently refuse. If he persists, I accept
the offer as a gift.
Abby, I do not need anyone to
help me with my coat or open doors
for me. At 24, I'm old enough to
dress myself and strong enough to
open doors. I do, however, agree
with the sex guideline. If a man
can't accept the fact that his date
isn't interested in having sex, he
should be mature enough to call it
quits.
24 IN MASSACHUSELTS
***

***

DEAR ABBY: Here are a couple
of additions to the dating guidelines
for females:
Return his call even if you don't
want to go out with him. It is rude
and poor manners not to. If you
don't want to go out with him, tell
him so. Better to be honest than to
get his hopes up and make him
chase you.
If he breaks up with you for
someone else, don't automatically
blame her. It might be a blessing in
disguise. There are lots of other fish
in the sea, and hope the next one
will realize what he has and hang
on.
Be careful. Even though you may
think you know someone, you might
not. Respect yourself enough to
insist he gets "tested" before you
have sex. It could save your life.
There are enough surprises in
dating; eliminate at least one.
Also, my friends and I have discovered that the time when you are
least likely to be looking for love is
when it finds you.
20-SOMETHING IN KANSAS

DEAR ABBY: It annoys me that
there are women in this world
thinking up rules for how to relate
to men. I would like to believe that I
can think for myself and so can the
man I'm dating. I'm an individual
with individual ideas and desires.
Will the men who read her list of
rules conform? I hope not!
If "20-Something" doesn't want
to pay, she should have enough guts
to say so up front instead of making
a list of rules and expressing her
disappointment in men who don't
follow them.
Abby, it horrifies me to imagine
a world in which everyone acts the
same and has the same ideas about
how to live. Diversity is essential for
human survival.
24 IN SAN FRANCISCO

East dealer.
Both sides vulnerable.
NORTH
•Q 103
V K4
•A 1075
K 84 3
WEST
EAST
•8 5 2
•J 9 7 4
p105
A J 9 76 3
•K 6 2
•4
J 92
Q 10 7 6
SOUTH
•A K 6
Q82
•Q J 9 8 3
+A 5
The bidding.
East
South West
North
Pass
1 NT
Pass
3 NT
Opening lead — seven of hearts.
Most key plays made by declarer are arrived at through a
progression of logical thoughts.
Today's deal provides an illustration of how this step-by-step process works.
1. After West leads the heart
seven against three notrump,
South can count seven sure winners — three spades,one diamond,
two clubs and a heart. Two additional tricks are therefore needed.
2. If West has the king of
diamonds, a simple finesse or two
in that suit will yield 11 tricks.
Declarer consequently directs all
his attention to those instances
where East has the king of diamonds.
3. The contract is safe if the
opposing hearts are divided 4-4,
since in that case the opponents
can't score more than three hearts
and a diamond.Thus,the only real

*

DEAR ABBY: May I add my own
2 cents? Remember that men can
smell desperation. If you are still
reeling from a broken heart, take
time off before re-entering the
dating pool. Second, remember that
sex does not equal love. Do not mistake one for the other.
JENNIE G. IN MISSOURI

BLONDIE
IT'S JUST ME,VERNON, RIGI-rr
DOWN T1-16 HALL AT 'IOU
OWN COMPANY,TRYING
TO MAKE A PEW
EXTRA BUCKS

67

CATHY
ELGOAlE BACK
CATHY .f HERE ARE
4OUR PHONE
MESSAGES!

ND ANYONE CALL AND NOT
LEAVE A IAESSAt7E.?? AND If
SO, WAS IT A MAN?? AND IF
SO, DID YOU RECO6NIZE THE
VOICE?? AND IC 50, WERE
THERE ANY SUBTLE NUANCES
THAT GAYE A CLUE REGARDING HIS EMOTIONAL STATE??

ANAH

CALL

THE TEMP SERVICE TRACK
DOWN AND
INTERROGATE
THE TEMP!!

Division at the Kentucky State
Fair, Louisville. They are members of Eager Beavers 4-H Club
of New Concord.
Mr. and Mrs. Tommie Atkins will
be married 50 years Aug. 24.
Anita Gail Pendergrass and Larry
Wisehart were married July 4 at
Coldwater Church of Christ.
Forty years ago
A Junior Olympics, sponsored
by the Murray Junior Chamber of
Commerce, will be held Aug. 20
at the Murray State College Stadium. Al McClain is chairman of
the project.
Recent births reported at Murray Hospital include a girl to Mr.
and Mrs. Bobby Johnson, a boy
to Mr. and Mrs. Jerry Lents, a
boy to Mr. and Mrs. Floyd Barrow, a boy to Mr. and Mrs. Dan
Charlton, a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
James Clint Greer and a boy to
Mr. and Mrs. Donald Harvey.
Fifty years ago
Jackie Myers of the Lynn Grove
High School Chapter of Future
Farmers of America was awarded
the grand championship in the FFA
Division at the state sponsored
Jersey Cattle Show at Mayfield.
Local civic club members and
agricultural leaders combined Aug.
15 at the Murray Woman's Club
House to see a full color movie,
"Our Green Acres," which is based
on the 1948 Calloway County Cover
for classes on Aug. 22, according Crop Campaign.
Births reported include a girl
to Supt. Fred Schultz,
Steve McCuiston and Jimmy to Mr. and Mrs. Leland Alton,
Burkeen have won first place in Aug. 9.
the 4-H Electrical Demonstration

CONTRACT BRIDGE

DAILY COMICS

6

Ten years ago
Published are a feature story
and pictures about Margaret Trevathan who is retiring as director
of the Calloway County Public
Library after being with the library
since 1958. A reception in her
honor will be Aug. 20.
Darren Gantt, son of Vernon
and Delores Gantt, received his
Eagle badge, highest ranking in
Boy Scouting, at a Court of Honor
by Boy Scout Troop 77 at First
Christian Church.
Births reported include a boy
to Carolyn and Thomas Henson,
Aug. l 1.
Twenty years ago
Published is a picture of members of Murray Human Rights
Commission that meets on the
third Wednesday of each month with
Catheryn Jackson as chairperson.
Laurel P'Pool of Murray has
been named as 1979 Arthritis Campaign Fund chairman for Calloway
County.
M.C. Garrott writes about Joe
B. Smith and his memories of the
old iron ore center in the Land
Between the Lakes in his column,
"Garrott's Galley."
Mr. and Mrs. Ezra L. Beale
will be married 50 years Aug. 25.
Thirty years ago
Murray High School and the
three elementary centers at Austin,
Carter and Robertson will open

JEIGHTEER) PHONE MESSAGES).
AND THE ONLY ONE THAT SHOT
HER INTO ACTiON WAS THE.
ONE THAT DOESN'T EXIST.

threat is a 5-3 or 6-2 heart division.
4. In view of the foregoing,
which heart should be played from
dummy at trick one? Highly relevant is the question of who holds
the ace.
5. West must have the ace.
Assuming he has led his fourthbest heart, East can have only one
card higher than the seven. It cannot be the ace, because that would
leave West with the J-10-9-7, from
which he would have led the jack
initially.
6. If the king is played from
dummy at trick one, it will therefore win, but the contract will later
be defeated when East takes the
diamond king and returns a heart
through the Q-8.The alternative of
playing low from dummy must consequently be considered.
7. Nothing can be gained by
playing low from dummy at trick
one if the trick is taken by the
queen. The contract will still fail if
the hearts divide 5-3 or 6-2 and the
diamond finesse loses. The advantage of allowing East to hold the
first trick must therefore be considered.
8. If the hearts are 5-3 and the
diamond finesse loses, three
notrump cannot be made against
best defense (West simply withholds his ace on the second round
ofhearts). But if hearts are divided
6-2, the contract can be assured by
letting whatever card East plays
(the nine, ten or jack) win the first
trick. In the actual deal, playing
low from both hands on the first
trick renders the defense helpless,
and South winds up with at least
nine tricks.

CROSSWORDS
ACROSS

FOR BETTER or FOR WORSE

CAN'T C.ATCH
ME!
),CANTCATcH
ME!

THATS EN0LIGH,APRI L
1CAN'T PLAy AN MORE.
I'M EXHAUSTED!

ELI2ABET4 yoURE NOT
GETTING. OLD,ARE
you?

GARFIELD

45 Earache
48 Baseballer
Cobb
50 "A — Grows
in Brooklyn"
51 La la
preceder
54 Victoria
Secret buys
56 Angry
58 Chemical
suffix
59 Those who
give
61 "Everybody
Loves
Raymond."
eg
63 Parade
64 Alt
65 Sault —
Mane

1 Banking
machine, for
short
4 S-V linkup
6 A Connors
11 Sifters
13 Weirder
15 "— Cold
Blood"
Western
16
18 Part of OED
19 Uncle —
21 Scorch
22 Prosecutor
0
adbibsrp)
23(In
Indisposition
to action
26 Male child
29 Comfort
31 Unexpected
difficutty
33 Concerning
34 Lynn. to
Vanessa
Redgrave
s
6tmhmpyre—
Ta
39
72

DOWN
1 Sales
option
(2 wds )
2 A Turner
3 Myself
4 Fluff the hair
5 Wedding
attendant
6 Showing
scorn

40 Complacent
42 Opals and
rubies
43 Hurricane
center

1

2

3

ilia

Answer to Previous Puzzle

ORO 00BU 00EP
R 0 A UM00 U RA
00M DIEWMOMVIN
B I R cop imam
OH M00 1000M
MMO MOE=
WO 000 100 UM
MMM0U OMB MOO
UMM MOM GU
ORM MUROO
MOOOMOM00 0M0
OUUM ROME 00
OMB 00013 UMO
8-1701999 United Feature Syndicate
7 That is (Latin
abbr.)
8 TV horse
(2 wds.)
9 Ms. Sorvino,
et al
10 Slangy
affirmative
12 Green
Mountain St.
14 Football pos
17 Horse food

MIN 19
14

11

111

III

15
19

11

PEANUTS
T1415 PROVE5 MY THEORY
TkAT THIS WHOLE DESERT
USED TO BE UNDER WATER..

OR MY OTHER
THEORY THAT
SOMEONE
SOMEWHERE )
15 M1551N6
AN OAR..

30

18

III

illill
29

In

ii
23

EV

ill

all._ ill il
dill ill
IMMO 111111111
43 di EN dil
dill ill
ill
54 5 1 ill NM ill
Nil ill dl
all ill
39

20 — America
24 Meshes
25 Swiss river
27 City in Utah
28 Stack role
29 Princely
Italian family
30 Breezy
32 Woman's
name
35 A Phillips
36 Lustful
38 — and
potatoes
41 Ten —
44 Babylonian
hero
46 Thong for a
dog
47 Understand'?
(2 wds )
49 River in
Belgium
52 The — of all
evil
53 Egyptian
dancing girt
54 "All About
Eve" actress
(inits.)
55 CD- —
57 Film alien
60 1977
Hersman
Trophy
winner (Inds )
62 Symbol for
cesium

y

e

ssociated Press

Today is Tuesday, Aug. 17, the
229th day of 1999. There are 136
days left in the year.
Today's Highlight in History:
On Aug. 17, 1969, Hurricane
Camille killed 248 people when
it slammed into the Gulf Coast.
On this date:
In 1807, Robert Fulton's North
River Steam Boat began heading
up New York's Hudson River on
its successful round-trip to Albany.
In 1863, Federal batteries and
ships bombarded Fort Sumter in
Charleston harbor during the Civil
War.
In 1896, a prospecting party
discovered gold in Alaska, a finding that would touch off the
Klondike gold rush.
In 1943, the Allied conquest of
Sicily was completed as U.S. and
British forces entered Messini:In 1945, Indonesian_ nationalists declared independence from
the Netherlands.
In 1978, the first successful
trans-Atlantic balloon flight ended
as Maxie Anderson, Ben Abruzzo
and Larry Newman set down in
their Double Eagle Il outside Paris.
In 1987, Rudolf Hess, 93, the
last member of Adolf Hitler's inner
circle, died at a Berlin hospital
near Spandau Prison, apparently a
suicide.
In 1988, Pakistani President
Mohammad Zia ul-Haq and U.S.
Ambassador Arnold Raphel were
killed in a plane crash.
Ten years ago: The Commerce
Department reported the U.S. trade
deficit had shrunk to $8.7 billion
in June.

Call to
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the Ledger &
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